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Abstract. We review our knowledge on the properties of the nuclear medium that
have been studied, along many years, on the basis of many-body theory, laboratory
experiments and astrophysical observations. Throughout the presentation particular
emphasis is put on the possible relationship and links between the nuclear medium
and the structure of nuclei, including the limitations of such an approach. First we
consider the realm of phenomenological laboratory data and astrophysical observations
and the hints they can give on the characteristics that the nuclear medium should
possess. The analysis is based on phenomenological models, that however have a
strong basis on physical intuition and an impressive success. More microscopic models
are also considered, and it is shown that they are able to give invaluable information
on the nuclear medium, in particular on its Equation of State. The interplay between
laboratory experiments and astrophysical observations are particularly stressed, and
it is shown how their complementarity enriches enormously our insights into the
structure of the nuclear medium. We then introduce the nucleon-nucleon interaction
and the microscopic many-body theory of nuclear matter, with a critical discussion
about the different approaches and their results. The Landau Fermi Liquid theory is
introduced and briefly discussed, and it is shown how fruitful it can be in discussing the
macroscopic and low energy properties of the nuclear medium. As illustrative example,
we discuss neutron matter at very low density, and it is shown how it can be treated
within the many-body theory. The general bulk properties of the nuclear medium are
reviewed to indicate at which stage of our knowledge we stand, taking into account the
most recent developments both in theory and experiments. A section is dedicated to
the pairing problem. The connection with nuclear structure is then discussed, on the
basis of the Energy Density Functional method. The possibility to link the physics of
exotic nuclei and the astrophysics of neutron stars is particularly stressed. Finally we
discuss the thermal properties of the nuclear medium, in particular the liquid-gas phase
transition and its connection with the phenomenology on heavy ion reactions and the
cooling evolution of neutron stars. The presentation has been taken for non-specialists
and possibly for non-nuclear physicists.
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1. Introduction
Nuclear Physics has so many facets that it looks impossible to find a common theoretical
picture that is able to unify under a common view, at least to a certain extent, the
whole realm of phenomena where nucleonic systems play a role. Indeed, the structure of
nuclei, their excitations, nuclear collisions, the structure of Neutron Stars, Supernovae
explosion, very many astrophysical phenomena and processes, are all directly connected
to that area of Physics that can be called ”Nuclear Physics”. The possible unification can
come from the fundamental theory of strong and weak interactions, Quantum Chromo
Dynamics (QCD), and the so called Standard Model. However, besides the difficulty
to solve QCD for multi-baryonic systems with the necessary accuracy, this would be
hardly useful for the understanding on simple physical basis of the rich structure that
nuclear systems display in different contexts.
From a semi-classical or macroscopic point of view, all nuclear systems can be
considered as pieces of a quite particular matter, the nuclear medium. The hypothetical
uncharged infinite and homogeneous system formed by the nuclear medium is usually
called Nuclear Matter. Actually, as we will discuss, in first approximation, Supernovae
and Neutron Stars contain macroscopic portions of nuclear matter. From this point of
view, nuclei are considered as droplets of nuclear matter, and indeed this is the basis
of the Liquid Drop Model of nuclei. The macroscopic view cannot of course exhaust
all the numerous aspects of nuclear structure, where microscopic many-body effects are
essential. It is however physically meaningful to ask for the properties of the nuclear
medium, since this is a state of matter of fundamental relevance.
In this brief review paper we will present the status of our knowledge on the nuclear
medium as can be extracted phenomenologically and established theoretically. On the
other hand, we will discuss, on the basis of the works performed in the last few years,
the possibility of using the properties of the nuclear medium, noticeably its Equation of
State (EoS), to guide the nuclear structure theory of normal and exotic nuclei. Along
the same lines it can be of great physical insight to try to establish, to the extent that
this is possible, a link between the macroscopic view and the general properties of finite
nuclei.
The style of the review is intended for non-specialists. We introduce each subject
by reporting standard results, leaving formal arguments to textbooks or original papers,
before going to more advanced developments and the discussion about on-going research
works. The presentation is of course guided by the personal views of the authors as well
as by their limitations.
2. The free Fermi gas of nucleons
Before going to the microscopic many-body theory of nuclear matter, we remind the
elementary properties of a free Fermi gas of nucleons. This will serve as starting point
when the nuclear interaction will be introduced and at the same time as reference for
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comparison with the realistic treatments and results.
2.1. The Equation of State
If we assume that no interaction takes place between N nucleons inside a box of large
volume, we have the simplest model of nuclear matter, the free fermion gas. We remind
here some elementary results, that will be useful in the sequel. The total energy E of
the system is the sum over the single particle energies
E =
∑
k
h¯2k2
2m
= g
∑
k
h¯2k2
2m
=
gV h¯2
2m
∫
|k|<kF
k2d3k
(2π)3
, (1)
and the energy per particle e is given by
e =
E
N
=
gh¯2
2mρ
∫
|k|<kF
k2d3k
(2π)3
=
(
3h¯2k2F
10m
)
=
3
5
EF . (2)
In equation (2) we have used equation (1) and introduced the Fermi energy EF =
h¯2k2F/2m, the energy of the highest occupied level. From Eqs. (2) and (??), one gets
e =
3
5
h¯2
2m
(
3π2
2
) 2
3
ρ
2
3 (3)
which relates the energy per particle e to the density ρ, and therefore it is the EOS (the
simplest one) for a free symmetric nucleon gas at zero temperature. If one measures
the energy in MeV, the length in femtometers fm (otherwise also called “fermi”), and
adopts for the nucleon mass mc2 = 938.9 MeV, an average value between neutron and
proton masses, for simplicity, then h¯2/2m = 20.74, and
e = 75.03 ρ
2
3 MeV . (4)
This well-known result indicates that the energy of a free fermion gas increases
monotonically with the density. If nuclear matter must be stable in mechanical
equilibrium at a density ρ = ρ0 ≈ 0.16fm−3, the so-called saturation density, a net
attractive potential energy must be present around this density. This attraction, coming
from the nucleon–nucleon interaction, must produce a minimum in the EOS, namely in
the curve e = e(ρ), at ρ = ρ0. This requirement originates from the phenomenological
observation that the central density of medium and heavy nuclei (as extracted from e.g.
electron scattering data) is pretty constant along the nuclear mass table and close to the
above mentioned value of ρ0. This is interpreted as being the mechanical equilibrium
density of nuclear matter and it is the starting point for the development of the empirical
mass formula in its different versions. The latter is discussed at the beginning of the
next section. Before doing that, some considerations on the free gas model and some of
its applications will be discussed.
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2.2. The incompressibility
Another way of presenting the free gas EOS (at zero temperature) is to consider the
pressure
p = −
(
dE
dV
)
N
= ρ
2
N
(
dE
dρ
)
N
= ρ2
(
de
dρ
)
=
= 2
5
h¯2
2m
(
3π2
2
) 2
3 ρ
5
3 ≈ 50.02 ρ 53 MeVfm−3 , (5)
which can be considered the “Pauli pressure”, namely the pressure due to the exclusion
principle, a typical quantal effect. From the pressure, the incompressibility K0 can be
derived according to the usual definition
K0 = −V
(
dp
dV
)
= ρ
(
dp
dρ
)
=
= 2
3
h¯2
2m
(
3π2
2
) 2
3 ρ
5
3 ≈ 83.36 ρ 53 . (6)
The definition of equation (6) is in agreement with the usual one adopted in textbooks
on basic mechanics and thermodynamics. For practical reasons, it is more customary
among nuclear physicists to use the alternative definition
K = k2F
(
d2e
dk2F
)
, (7)
which has the dimension of an energy. The following relationship can be easily checked
K0 =
4
3
p +
1
9
ρK . (8)
Equation (8) is not restricted to the free gas model, but it is valid in general. At
saturation p = 0, and the two definitions have a very simple connection. If one drops
the first term on the right hand side of equation (8) and adopts for K0 the free gas value
given by equation (6), one gets
K = 6EF ≈ 221 MeV , (9)
where the numerical value is taken at ρ ≈ ρ0. This value is close to the values obtained in
several phenomenological analysis of the data on the monopole frequency in heavy nuclei
[1]. It is appreciably lower than the value of 240 MeV obtained in reference [2] on the
basis of a Skyrme force fit to the properties of a wide set of medium-heavy nuclei. This
approximate agreement must be considered essentially fortuitous. In fact, the monopole
frequency is determined by the mechanical incompressibility K0, but for the free Fermi
gas the pressure term 4/3p of equation (8) is quite large at ρ = ρ0. Therefore, the
procedure we followed to extract K is clearly inconsistent. The agreement is the result
of some “compensation of errors”. Of course, one can always define the incompressibility
as K ′ = 9K0/ρ instead of equation (7) for all densities, in which case for a free Fermi
gas indeed K ′ = 6EF . Anyhow, the connection between monopole frequency and
incompressibility is less obvious than at first sight [3].
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2.3. Momentum distribution
The ground state of the free fermion gas is characterized by the filling of the lowest
single particle levels, i.e. the occupation number of the states k is one below the Fermi
momentum kF and zero above, as indicated in figure (1a). This picture is expected
Figure 1. Schematic representation of the momentum distributions in a free fermion
gas (a) and in an interacting fermion gas (b).
to be modified by the nucleon–nucleon interaction, as shown in figure (1b). Here the
discontinuity at the Fermi energy is assumed to persist despite the nucleon–nucleon
correlations. The Fermi liquids that have this property are called “normal” Fermi
liquid. The deviation of the discontinuity from one is a measure of the strength of the
correlations. The persistency of the discontinuity at kF is the basis of the Landau theory
of Fermi liquid and of the concept of quasi-particle [4], to be discussed in section 5. If
nuclear matter is superfluid, as it appears to be in a range of density, the discontinuity
disappears. Apart from the possible onset of superfluidity, which affects only weakly
the gross properties of the EOS, nuclear matter appears to be a normal Fermi liquid.
Superfluidity changes of course dramatically the transport properties of nuclear matter.
2.4. The symmetry energy
If the proton number Np is different from the neutron number Nn, with N = Nn +Np ,
then the neutron and proton Fermi momenta are different, since the neutron and proton
densities are different. Accordingly, the EOS of equation (3) has to be generalized.
Defining
β =
Nn −Np
Nn +Np
=
ρn − ρp
ρ
(10)
as the “asymmetry” parameter, one easily gets
E = En + Ep = Np
3
5
E
(p)
F + Nn
3
5
E
(n)
F
e = E
N
= 3
10
h¯2
2m
(
3π2
2
) 2
3 ρ
2
3
[
(1 + β)
5
3 + (1− β) 53
]
≈ e(β = 0) + asyβ2 + · · · · · ·
asy =
1
3
EF . (11)
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Thus, for a fixed value of the total density ρ, the energy per particle e has a minimum at
β = 0. The coefficient asy is called the symmetry energy. At ρ ≈ ρ0, one finds asy ≈ 12
MeV. From the systematics on the asymmetry dependence of the binding energy of
medium–heavy nuclei, asy turns out to be more than twice larger than this value. Here
the interaction must play a major role. The density dependence of asy is one of the
most relevant issue in nuclear astrophysics, but also in nuclear structure.
2.5. The single particle density of states
For many physical phenomena the single particle density of states at the Fermi energy
is a relevant quantity. For the free gas model one can readily get an explicit expression
D(EF ) =
∑
k δ
(
EF − h¯2k22m
)
= V ·g
(2π)3
∫
d3kδ
(
EF − h¯2k22m
)
=
= N
ρ
g
(2π)3
4π m
h¯2
kF =
3N
2EF
≈ N
23
MeV−1 , (12)
where the last equality holds at ρ ≈ ρ0. This elementary result is expected to be modified
by the presence of the interaction [5]. The effect of the nucleon–nucleon correlations
on D(EF ) can be introduced by substituting the free nucleon mass with the so called
nucleon “effective mass”, which will be shortly discussed in the section on Landau theory.
Another related useful quantity is the single particle level density per unit volume, that
for symmetric matter can be written
d(EF ) = D(EF )/V =
2m
π2h¯2
kF (13)
It depends only on the nuclear matter density.
2.6. Other microscopic physical quantities
In order to characterize the properties of the nuclear medium other quantities are
necessary. First of all the nuclear surface properties are characterized by the values
of surface thickness and the surface tension. Bulk and shear viscosity are essential
to describe the macroscopic dynamics of Neutron Stars. They are dominated by the
nucleon-nucleon interaction, and therefore they will be discussed after the correlations
among nucleons will be introduced and discussed. In finite nuclei viscosity must to be
treated in a different scheme than in nuclear matter, since the presence of the nuclear
surface plays a major role. This issue will be also discussed in the section on viscosity.
3. Basic phenomenology
3.1. Mass formula and saturation
Some of the basic phenomenological data on the nuclear medium come from the semi-
empirical mass formula [6, 7]. The aim of the mass formula is to express the total
binding energy B(A,Z) of a nucleus as a smooth function of the mass number A and
the atomic number Z. Several versions of the formula exist. In any case, the physical
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basis is the Liquid Drop Model or the so-called Droplet Model. In these models, the
nucleus is described as a drop of a quantal liquid, the nuclear medium, whose properties
are derived as for a classical liquid, with the addition of some quantal corrections,
typical of the nuclear systems. A set of parameters are introduced, some macroscopic in
character, some other more connected to a Fermi liquid behavior. The refined versions
of the purely phenomenological mass formula contain several terms and can be written
B(A,Z) = aVA + aSA
2
3 + (aI + aIS/A
1
3 )(
N − Z
A
)2 + aC
Z2
A
1
3
− δP + ED (14)
which, in the written order, contains the bulk contribution (parameter aV ), the surface
correction (aS), the bulk and surface symmetry energies (aI and aIS respectively), the
coulomb energy (aC), the pairing energy (δP ), to be discussed in detail in section 7.4,
and the deformation energy (ED). The overall trend of the empirical binding energy of
nuclei and the way it can be reproduced by this simple formula, by adjusting the set of
parameters a, are discussed in basic books [8], where the meaning and possible forms of
the different terms are discussed in more detail. The values of the parameters depend
slightly on the particular form used for δP and ED [9, 10, 11]. The value of the bulk
energy aV in all cases is very close to −16 MeV. This formula provides an excellent fit to
the smooth part of the binding energy of nuclei throughout the nuclear mass table with
few parameters. This fact supports the interpretation of each term as schematically
indicated above. A partial justification of the mass formula can be obtained within
the semi-classical scheme of approximation. In fact, it is possible to show [8] that the
smooth function B(A,Z) can be considered the first term of the expansion in h¯ of a
mean field estimate of the nuclear binding energy. The deviations, which are actually in
percentage very small, are therefore interpreted as “shell corrections” [5], i.e. corrections
coming from the quantal effects related to the finite size of nuclei. Systematic methods
to estimate these effects have been devised by many authors, in particular by Strutinsky
[12]. They will be discussed in the section 8.1.
The very fact that in the fitting procedure a constant term aV can be well identified
as one of the relevant term indicates that this term can be indeed interpreted most
naturally as the bulk part of the binding energy, namely the energy per particle of the
infinite symmetric nuclear matter. This can be also seen if one extrapolates the formula
for A → ∞, provided N = Z and the Coulomb energy is neglected. Then, in this
case, only the first term survives. Similarly the coefficient aI can be identified with
the nuclear matter symmetry energy per particle. However, it has been argued recently
[13, 14] that these parameters could reach the asymptotic values only at exceedingly
large value of the mass number A, and therefore along the nuclear mass table they still
contain a smooth dependence on the mass and atomic number.
The Droplet Model [15, 16] includes additional contribution with respect to the
Liquid Drop Model, in particular a curvature term and a term taking into account the
possibility of a slight compression of the nuclear medium in the nucleus.
The appealing physical feature of these models is the direct relationship between
each parameter and a definite property of the nuclear medium. In principle, the
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phenomenological analysis based on these models can provide basic physical quantities
which characterize the nuclear medium, both in its homogeneous macroscopic phase and
in finite nuclei.
One has to mention a similar approach, the so called microscopic-macroscopic
models [17]. In this case some hints are taken from a more microscopic treatment
of the binding energy, like the Thomas-Fermi, see section 8.1.
Of course the mass formula contains information only at the saturation density
ρ0, and therefore the knowledge of the complete EOS goes well beyond the content of
equation (14). As mentioned briefly in the introduction, information on the EOS at
ρ 6= ρ0, finite temperature and large asymmetry are expected to come from heavy ion
collision experiments and astrophysical observations.
Finally, one has to mention that the notion itself of saturation is coming also from
the observation that the central density of medium-heavy nuclei is pretty constant
throughout the nuclear chart. This fundamental phenomenological result has been
obtained mainly from elastic electron scattering, which provides the whole charge
distribution in nuclei. The total density is then obtained by assuming that the neutron
density scales as N/Z with respect to the proton density. For a recent analysis see
references [18, 19]. The value of the density is around 0.16 fm−3 and it is interpreted as
the density at which symmetric nuclear matter displays its minimal energy (saturation
point). Till now asymmetry effects are within the overall phenomenological uncertainty
on the saturation point.
3.2. Giant Resonances in nuclei
If nuclei are viewed as droplets of nuclear matter, it is natural to consider the possibility
of their excitations. The quantization of these modes correspond to collective excitations
of the nucleus as a whole. This is the physical basis of the Bohr-Mottelson model [5] for
the nuclear modes of excitation. These collective modes have found a clear and extensive
experimental evidence [5, 8]. The vibrational excitations are classified according to the
multipolarity of the surface oscillations and their isospin character, i.e. if neutrons and
protons oscillate with the same or opposite phase (for simplicity we neglect spin flip).
They are universally called ”Giant Resonances”, since they usually carry a large fraction
of the total strength of the corresponding spectral function.
The simplest oscillation is the isoscalar monopole vibration, corresponding to a
compressional mode of the nucleus. The question that arises naturally is then if it is
possible to extract from the study of the monopole excitation, in particular from its
energy, the compression modulus of nuclear matter at saturation. This possibility has
been explored extensively since many years [3, 8]. From a purely macroscopic point of
view there are essentially two difficulties along this line : a) To calculate the excitation
energy, as for an harmonic oscillator, not only the incompressibility is needed, giving
the restoring force, but also the dynamical mass that should be used, and b) the surface
tension of the nucleus should play some role, but there is not any obvious relationship
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between surface tension and incompressibility. As for point a), microscopically there
is a general method to estimate the collective mass of an excitation, the so-called
”crancking mass” [5, 8]. At macroscopic level it can be estimated assuming a particular
velocity flow, in particular the scaling hypothesis implies a radial velocity proportional
to the radius, in which case the inertial parameter has an analytic expression and it is
proportional to the radius square of the nucleus [3, 20]. It is difficult to handle point b)
with a satisfactory accuracy at macroscopic level, and it is necessary to introduce some
microscopic elements in the theory. The most successful semi-microscopic method is the
Skyrme functional method, to be discussed with some detail in section 8.2. According
to this well known method, an effective nucleon-nucleon interaction is introduced and
the energy of the nucleus is assumed to be equal to the Hartree or Hartree-Fock energy
calculated with such a force, i.e. minimizing the mean field energy functional calculated
with the force. The effective force is semi-phenomenological in character and therefore
it contains few parameters. With the same force it is possible to calculate also the
nuclear matter EoS, and to tune the parameters in order to obtain the correct saturation
point and a given incompressibility modulus. In this way it is possible to check if a
correlation exist between the energy of the isoscalar monopole vibration and the nuclear
matter incompressibility. All the parameters are fitted in any case to reproduce the
binding energy of a large set of nuclei, as well as other phenomenological data. For
an extensive application of this method, see e.g. reference [21, 22]. One finds indeed
that a correlation exists between incompressibility and position of the monopole Giant
Resonance, so that, in principle it is possible to extract from the experimental data the
value of the incompressibility in nuclear matter. For the method to be reliable, the result
should be essentially independent of the particular Skyrme force used in the calculations.
Unfortunately this is not the case. It was shown more recently [23] that the relationship
between the centroid of the monopole excitation and the value of the incompressibility
is not unique, but it depends also on other details of the force, mainly it is correlated
also to the density dependence of the energy density and symmetry energy of the force
[23, 24]. This also explains, at least partially, the reason why the incompressibility
extracted from relativistic mean field functional tends to be systematically higher than
the one extracted for non-relativistic Skyrme functional. At present, the constraints on
the value of the nuclear matter incompressibility from the monopole excitation are not
so tight. It is fair to say that it can be approximately constrained between 210 and 250
MeV. More refined value can be expected to come out in the near future from additional
analysis of phenomenological data.
The prototype of Giant Resonance is surely the dipole mode, where neutron and
proton oscillates against each other. The restoring force in this case is the symmetry
energy. Both volume and surface contribution can be present. In fact, recent analysis
[25, 26] on the correlation between dipole resonance energy and symmetry energy
indicates that such correlation can be obtained if the symmetry energy is taken at
0.1 fm −3, about 2/3 the saturation density. In any case it is difficult to get a strong
constraint on the nuclear matter symmetry energy at saturation from the Giant Dipole
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Resonance.
The isoscalar quadrupole mode is more connected with the surface tension in nuclei,
since, in first approximation, the mode occurs at constant volume. However, this
correlation has not been explored, probably because in this case it is more difficult
to estimate the collective mass term.
The other Giant Resonances do not involve only one or few characteristics of
the effective forces, and therefore they can hardly be used to study definite physical
properties of the nuclear medium.
Finally it has to be mentioned the study of the Giant Resonance damping, which is
measured by their width. From a macroscopic point of view such a damping should be
connected to some sort of viscosity of the nuclear medium. Unfortunately the physical
situation is much more complicated. First of all, one should take into account that we
are dealing with a quantal liquid, as discussed in section 5. Therefore Giant Resonances
actually should be considered as zero sound modes, and, in principle, no hydrodynamical
picture should be adopted. Furthermore, the presence of the nuclear surface introduces
a different type of damping, the so called one-body dissipation [27, 28, 29, 30]. The
applicability of such damping mechanism requires the onset of a certain degree of chaos
in the single particle dynamics [31], and therefore it seems not suited to Giant Resonance
of low multipolarity. Probably the octupole vibration can be partly affected by such a
type of dissipation. Finally the damping can be produced by the emission of nucleons,
the so called decay damping. At least for all these reasons the extraction from the width
of any sort of viscosity is strongly hampered, and the study of the Giant Resonance width
must rely completely on nuclear structure analysis [32, 33]. Shear and bulk viscosity in
nuclear matter, as present in Neutron Stars, must be predicted only on purely theoretical
basis when microscopic models of astrophysical phenomena are developed.
3.3. Heavy ions
In a period that includes at least the last two decades intensive studies of heavy
ion reactions at energies ranging from few tens to several hundreds MeV per
nucleon (hereafter indicated as MeV/A) have been performed in different laboratories
throughout the world. One of the main goal, probably the principal one, has been the
extraction from the data on suitable observable quantities the gross properties of the
nuclear Equation of State. An enormous literature exists on the subject, and therefore
we will focus on few items that, according to our personal view, are connected with
established and insightful results.
3.3.1. Flows and differential flows It can be expected that in heavy ion collisions at
large enough energy nuclear matter is compressed and that, at the same time, the two
partners of the collisions produce flows of matter. In principle the dynamics of the
collisions should be connected with the nuclear medium EoS and its viscosity.
However at low enough energy the cross section is dominated by deep inelastic
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processes, where target and projectile keep their identity during the collision, stick
together for a while and separate again. This reaction mechanism persists up to
about 10 MeV/A. At increasing energy the so called ”multifragmentation” regime is
encountered, where after the collision numerous nucleons and fragments of different sizes
are emitted. Usually, at non-central collisions, one distinguishes target-like and project-
like fragments, the so called spectators, and the participant region, where matter is
partly stopped and tends to form a partly equilibrated zone. In semi-classical simulations
of heavy ion collisions two main ingredients are introduced, the single particle mean field
U and the in-medium NN scattering cross section dσ
Ω
. A Boltzmann-like kinetic equation
is assumed for the nucleons
∂f
∂t
+ ~∇pǫ · ~∇rf − ~∇rǫ · ~∇pf = I
{dσ
Ω
}
(15)
where n = n(r,p, t) is the single particle density distribution in phase space, ǫ =
p2/2M + U(r,p, t) the local single particle energy and I the two-body collision integral
that describes the loss and gain of particles, at a given phase space point, due to
scattering of nucleons in the medium. The single particle potential U can be written
U(r,p, t) =
∫
d3r′d3p′ veff (r,p; r
′,p′)n(r′,p′, t) (16)
where veff is the effective NN interaction in the medium. In general U is identified with
the single particle potential in nuclear matter at the local density, e.g. the Brueckner
potential.
In practice it is not possible to get directly from the data indications on the EoS and
the scattering cross section in the medium. Even if 4π detectors, with which is possible
an (almost) complete reconstruction of the collision dynamics, have been developed,
the interpretation of the data is not unique. The usual procedure is to assume a set of
possibility for the potential U and, more rarely, for dσ/Ω , and to find which ones in
the considered sets fit better the data. Once U is chosen, the EoS can be calculated,
since the single particle potential fixes the interaction energy per particle. Analogously,
the scattering cross section determines the transport properties of the nuclear medium.
However, very often the NN scattering processes have only the effect of driving the
system toward equilibrium, or quasi-equilibrium, at least in the participant zone, so
that the information on the cross section is often too indirect to be accessible. In any
case it is true that the results of the simulations depend in general on both quantities.
One of the quantity that is more often analyzed is the so called transverse
momentum, also in its differential form. If the reaction plane is the (x, y) plane and
the initial direction of the two colliding nuclei is along the y axis, one calculates the
average momentum px along the x-axis of the nucleons as a function of their velocity y
(or ”rapidity”) along the y-axis
F (y) =< px >y ; F
′(y) = d < px >y /dy (17)
At high enough energy the flow is strongly affected by the matter compression during the
collision and dominated by the corresponding pressure. Then the initial flow undergoes a
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strong repulsion from the interaction zone, which means that F (y) turns from negative
to positive values as y changes sign, with a well defined slope. In fact the negative
and positive values of y label the target-like and projectile-like fragments or nucleons,
at least for y around zero (”mid-rapidity” region). It was hoped that the slope F ′(0)
could characterize sharply the nuclear matter EoS. Unfortunately in the simulations
only a weak dependence on the EoS stiffness is observed, somehow obscured by the
numerical uncertainty of the simulations themselves [34]. This is probably due to the
competing effect of the NN collisions incorporated in the collision integral I. For the
same reason, it is difficult to extract any solid information on the in-medium cross
section. To complicate further the situation, different simulation methods, like the
Quantum Molecular Dynamics [35, 36, 37, 38], give slightly different results in the same
physical conditions, which increases the uncertainty on the EoS that can be extracted.
Despite all these difficulties, some gross constraints on the nuclear EoS can be
extracted. In reference [39] this effort was summarized by plotting the region where any
reasonable EoS should pass through in the pressure vs. density plane. The pressure was
taken at the center of the interaction zone at the moment of maximal density during the
collision, using all the simulations with different EoS compatible with different data and
including the uncertainties. The plot is reproduced in figure (2), as taken from reference
[40], in comparison with some microscopic calculations to be discussed in section 4. In
particular the EOS labeled BBG is the one calculated win the Brueckner approximation
including three-body forces, as presented in detail in section 4, that looks in agreement
with the data in the full density range. It has to be stressed that the EoS employed in
such a constructions have incompressibility that ranges from K = 167 MeV to K = 380
MeV. Only the densities above twice the saturation density were included, since this
guarantees that quasi-equilibrium in the participant zone was reached. This shows that
only the EoS at high density can be studied in heavy ion collisions. The values of the
incompressibility do not characterize completely the EoS, since it is actually density
dependent, but in any case the analysis indicates the broad constraints on the EoS that
can be obtained from heavy ion collisions. Despite they are somehow a little loose, they
are able to exclude some of the phenomenological EoS [41].
3.3.2. K-meson production Strange particles production in heavy ion collisions can
probe the central part of the participant zone. In fact near threshold strange particles
are mainly produced in the high density region and, once produced, they interact weakly
with the matter. This is due to strangeness conservation in reactions produced by
strong force, which implies that strange particles are always produced in pairs and they
cannot be directly re-absorbed by nucleons. However this does not necessarily mean that
the interaction can be completely neglected. In particular, let us consider the lightest
strange particle, the K-meson (kaon). In this case one has to distinguish between K−
and K+, since the negative kaon forms resonances with nucleons even at low energy and
therefore their interaction with the nuclear medium cannot be neglected. Unfortunately
the interaction potential felt by K− in the medium is not so well known theoretically,
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Figure 2. Different EoS in comparison with the phenomenological constraint
extracted by Danielewicz et al. (shaded area), where ρ0 = 0.16 fm
−3. Full line:
EoS from the BBG method with phenomenological TBF [73]. Dashed line : modified
variational EoS of Heiselberg and Hjorth–Jensen [74]. Dotted line : variational EoS
of Akmal et al. [57]. Open circle : EoS from the BBG method with “ab initio” TBF
[73]. Dash–dotted line : EoS from Dirac–Brueckner method (van Dalen et al. [75]).
and this introduces uncertainty in the analysis of the experimental data. The situation
for K+ is different, since no resonance with nucleons is present and the interaction can
be treated almost perturbatively, and actually the uncertainty is much reduced. The
main mechanism of K+ production is through the excitations of a nucleon to a ∆, that
in turn decays in a Λ and a K+
NN −→ N∆ −→ NΛK+ (18)
It is then clear that the simulations must include nucleon excitations and must be
relativistic. The uncertainty is mainly due to the not so well known potential of the ∆ in
the nuclear medium. Fortunately this does not affect too much the final results, which
look to be under control also numerically and almost independent on the simulation
method. An excellent and extensive review of the subject, both at experimental and
theoretical level, can be found in [42, 34]. Here we restrict to some of the conclusions
that can be drawn from this line of research, that was developed along several years.
The optimal energy for this type of investigation is close or even below two-body
threshold, since then the only way to produce the kaons is by compression of the
matter. Since at threshold the production rate increases steeply, there is a strong
sensitivity to the value of the maximum density reached during the collision, and this
is an ideal situation for studying the EoS and its incompressibility. The comparison
of the simulations with the experimental data on K+ production, noticeably the ones
from the KaoS [43] and FOPI [44] collaborations, points in the direction of a soft EoS.
More precisely, the interval of compatible incompressibility is narrower than the ones
obtained from the analysis of flows
180 ≤ K ≤ 250 MeV (19)
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These values are compatible with the ones obtained from the monopole oscillations, see
Section 3. However it has to be kept in mind that, in the simulations, kaon production
occurs at density about 2-3 times larger than saturation, ρ ≥ 2− 3ρ0, and therefore the
two sets cannot be fairly compared. In any case, a stiff EoS above saturation seems to
be excluded from this analysis, as it is apparent from figure (3), taken from reference
[42].
Figure 3. Excitation function of the K+ multiplicity ratio between inclusive Au +
Au over C+C reactions. The simulations are performed with hard/soft nuclear EoS
and compared with the data from the KaoS collaboration [45]
3.4. Astrophysics
The nuclear medium is directly and massively involved in core-collapse supernova
explosions, where nuclear matter is compressed at supra-saturation density and trigger
the shock wave that is the main agent of the outflow. The properties of nuclear matter
determine completely the structure of Neutron Stars and the phenomena that occur in
their interior or at the surface. Indirectly, the peculiarities of the nuclear medium are
relevant for many other processes, like nucleosynthesis.
3.4.1. Supernovae One of the major puzzle in Astrophysics is the mechanism that
drives the explosion of core-collapse Supernovae. In the complex simulations of the
after-bounce stage of the supernovae the shock wave is stalling due to the energy loss,
mainly produced by the disintegration of nuclei in the envelope. It is common wisdom
that only the revival of the shock by the blast of neutrinos, initially trapped, can
produce the final explosion [46]. For a long time it was believed that a direct link
should exist between the possibility of explosion and the value of the incompressibility
in nuclear matter. Many years of effort on supernova event simulations have disproved
this believing and the difficulty of getting a real explosion in the computer has indicated
that only a detailed treatment of the different aspects of the phenomenon could lead to
a definite solution of the puzzle [47]. It seems now [48, 49] that the key ingredient is
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the 3-dimensional character of the process, that makes more tiny the structure of the
turbulent flow of matter and renders more efficient (with respect to a 2-dimensional
situation) the energy deposition of neutrinos on the matter close to the shock. The
possibility of the explosion is therefore not determined by the details of the nuclear
EoS. However many quantitative aspects of the explosion do depend on the EoS, like
the total energy release, neutrino luminosity and the timing of the whole phenomenon
as determined by the neutrino mean free path (for which nucleon correlations in nuclear
matter is essential). Unfortunately we are not yet at a stage where detailed quantitative
predictions and comparisons can be made in relation to phenomenology because of the
enormous complexity of the supernova explosion.
It has to be kept in mind that the nuclear medium present in supernovae, as well as
in Neutron Stars, is very asymmetric and in different physical conditions than in heavy
ion collisions. In particular the time scale is different by several order of magnitude, so
that many processes that the nuclear medium can undergo in supernovae cannot occur
in heavy ion reactions because the time is too short.
3.4.2. Neutron Stars The compact remnant of a supernovae explosion, if the collapse
does not end in a black hole, is a Neutron Star, (NS) an extremely dense object, that
in the standard view is composed of nuclear matter, electron and muons. Leptons are
necessarily present because initially the star is of course neutral. The structure of the
NS is determined by the properties of the nuclear medium in an extremely wide range
of density, from few times the saturation one at the center, down to values several
order of magnitude smaller close to the surface. An old enough NS is virtually at zero
temperature and its exterior part is actually formed by a Coulomb crystal of nuclei
[50, 51]. Below this outer crust, an inner crust is present, where nuclei are surrounded
by a gas of dripping neutrons. In this region the EoS of pure neutron matter at low
density is relevant. At the same time nuclei are very exotic, challenging our knowledge
of the nuclear medium at large asymmetry. Below the crust asymmetric homogeneous
nuclear matter fills the whole space. Again the asymmetry is very large, and a direct link
with nuclear structure and heavy ion reactions in terrestrial laboratories is not possible.
The challenge for microscopic many-body theory is just to establish this link and try to
test it by comparison with phenomenology. In this section we discuss the item of the
NS maximum mass and few related issues, leaving other issues to sections 6-9. A NS is
bound by gravity, and it is kept in hydrostatic equilibrium only by the pressure produced
by the compressed nuclear matter. It is then apparent that the nuclear matter EoS is
the main medium property that is relevant in this case, as can be seen in the celebrated
Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff [52, 53] equations, valid for spherically symmetric NS
dP
dr
= −G εm
r2
(
1 +
P
ε
)(
1 +
4πPr3
m
)(
1 − 2Gm
r
)−1
(20)
dm
dr
= 4πr2ε
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(21)
where G is the gravitational constant, P the pressure, ε the energy density, and r the
(relativistic) radius coordinate. To close the equations we need the relation between
pressure and density, P = P (ε), i.e. just the EoS. In the Newtonian limit the energy
density is just the mass density and in each parenthesis the second term is neglected, and
we get the equations of hydrostatic equilibrium in non-relativistic mechanics. The use of
General Relativity (GR) is demanded by the strong gravitational field. Integrating these
equations one gets the mass and radius of the star for each central density. Typical values
are 1-2 solar masses (M⊙) and about 10 Km, respectively. This indicates the extremely
high density of the object. It turns out that the mass of the NS has a maximum value
as a function of radius (or central density), above which the star is unstable against
collapse to a black hole. The value of the maximum mass depends on the nuclear EoS,
so that the observation of a mass higher than the maximum one allowed by a given EoS
simply rules out that EoS. Up to now the best microscopic EoS are compatible with
the largest observed masses, that are close to 1.7 solar mass [54]. It would be of course
desirable to have some phenomenological data also on the radius of NS. Unfortunately
this is quite difficult, but some tentative analysis look promising [55]. In particular
a recent analysis of the data on six NS based on Bayesian statistical framework [56]
has led to a tentative constraint on the nuclear EOS. Depending on the hypothesis
made on the structure of the NS, the results are slightly different. The overall allowed
region where the EOS should lie is reported in figure (4), where the theoretical EoS
from the BHF calculations, to be discussed in the next section, is also reported. The
theoretical EoS appears to be compatible with the extracted observational constraints.
It turns out that other microscopic EoS do not show the same agreement, in particular
the EoS of reference [57] looks too repulsive at high density [56]. These boundaries
obtained from astrophysical data are complementary to the ones obtained from heavy
ion reactions, see figure (2) in the previous sub-section. In fact, in heavy ion collisions
the tested matter is essentially symmetric, while in NS the matter is highly asymmetric.
Considered together, the two types of constraints probe the density dependence of the
symmetry energy.
Unfortunately the theoretical situation for the EoS in NS and for the maximum mass
is actually much more complicated. In fact, in NS weak processes have time to develop
and, if energetically convenient, they can produce strange particles like hyperons, and
then change the composition of the nuclear medium. This is clearly at variance with
what can happen in heavy ion reactions, where the collision time is short and the
multiplicity of strange particles is so small that a bulk strange matter cannot be formed.
On the contrary in NS, at least above a certain density, the difference of the neutron and
proton chemical potentials is so high to overcome the mass difference between hyperons
and neutrons. This is indeed the case, according to microscopic calculations [58]. Above
2-3 times saturation density Σ− or Λ hyperons appear. This soften so much the EoS that
the maximum mass becomes smaller than the most established NS mass [59, 54]. This
result seems to be quite robust and not dependent on the not so well known hyperon-
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Figure 4. Comparison of the phenomenological allowed region (within the dotted-
dashed lines) for the Neutron Star matter EoS with the corresponding microscopic
EoS from the BHF method (full line). Phenomenological data are from reference [56].
nucleon or hyperon-hyperon interaction [60]. The only way out seems to be, up to now,
a possible phase transition to quark matter. Indeed, calculations on the basis of simple
models ([61]-[65]) can result in a maximum mass that is (marginally) compatible with
the observed largest mass. Of course it could also be that the quark matter EoS is
stiffer than assumed in simple models [66, 67], but in any case it seems that we are close
to test our knowledge on the QCD deconfined phase at high density. All that makes
clear that the NS physics connected with the central high density core is quite different
from the ones in heavy ions, where in ultra-relativistic collisions at LHC the deconfined
QCD phase is tested at zero baryon density and high temperature. However it is a basic
challenge to the theory to be able to connect the transition to quark matter in this two
extreme different physical situations. Advances both in phenomenological observations
and theoretical methods are needed.
The maximum mass problem clearly can lead far from the physics of ”nuclear
medium”, at least as it is considered in traditional nuclear physics. However the
distinction between traditional nuclear physics and QCD physics is partly artificial,
and they should considered as the two complementary aspects of the same physical
realm.
Finally one has to observe that an observation of a maximum mass of 2 solar
masses or higher would be a real breakthrough of our knowledge on high density
nuclear medium, since it would question the simple models of quark matter. Recent
observations [68] on the pulsar of the binary system PSR J1614-2230 seem to indicate
such a possibility, and as anticipated in reference [61], it would imply the necessity of a
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repulsive interaction in quark matter [69].
4. From the Nuclear Interaction to the Correlated Nuclear Medium
The properties of the nuclear medium are determined or strongly affected
microscopically by the features of the nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction. In particular,
one of the main characteristics of the NN interaction is the presence of a hard repulsive
core, whose relevance can be hardly overlooked. Furthermore, any realistic NN potential
must include a complex structure of operators involving spin, isospin and orbital angular
momentum. This non-trivial structure is one of the main reasons that renders the
microscopic many-body theory of nuclear matter and nuclei so hard to be handled.
Another characteristics of the NN interaction is the presence of a quasi-bound state
(1S0 channel) and a bound state (
3S1 −3 D1 channel) in the s-wave. This peculiar
feature is probably unique in nature and strongly affects the structure of low density
nuclear matter. At increasing density the effect of the bound and quasi-bound states
tends to be reduced and this indicates that many properties of the nuclear medium
should change strongly with density. Furthermore at very low density we know that
nuclear matter at not too high temperature must form clusters, i.e. light nuclei, and
this has a decisive role for the Neutron Star or proto-neutron star crust, as well as for
heavy ion collision processes. In order to illustrate these fundamental features of the
medium as a many Fermion system, in this section the NN interaction is introduced on
the basis of the meson-nucleon model of the strong interaction in the baryon sector, and
the many-body theory of nuclear matter is then schematically developed following the
most established methods. Each microscopic many-body theory has a particular scheme
to treat the hard repulsive core, that, implicitly or explicitly, introduces an effective NN
interaction, more manageable than the original NN interaction.
4.1. Sketch of the nucleon-nucleon interaction
The nucleon-nucleon interaction was intensively studied when Nuclear Physics started
developing. Along the years the phenomenological analysis has been more and more
refined. Presently the phase shifts in different two-body channels are known with high
precision up to an energy of about 300 MeV in the laboratory, even if discrepancies
between the results of different groups still persist [70]. For future reference in the paper
we remind very briefly the connection between the two-body interaction and the cross
section, the quantity which is actually measured. If one assumes that the interaction
can be described by a static non-relativistic potential v, the scattering process at the
energy E can be described by the T -matrix, that here we take with the standing wave
boundary conditions (often called R-matrix). It can be calculated solving the integral
equation
T (E) = v + v
P
E − H0T (E) (22)
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where H0 is the free kinetic energy hamiltonian and P indicates the principal value
for the integral, which fixes the stationary wave boundary conditions. For a central
potential, the phase shift in a given channel l is given by
tan δl = −qµ(q|T (E)|q) (23)
where q is the relative momentum and µ the reduced mass. The differential cross section
is given by
dσ
dΩ
=
1
q2
|Σl(2l + 1)(e2iδl − 1)Pl(θ)|2 (24)
The nucleon-nucleon interaction, as we will see, contains not only a central interaction
part but also more complex operators, and the summation is extended to single and
coupled channels α, characterized by the total angular momentum J , total spin S, total
isospin T and the orbital angular momenta l, l′ (l = l′ for single channel). Fitting
the data on the cross sections at different energy, the phase shifts δα for each channel
can be extracted. For the NN interaction a particular form is assumed, as suggested
by the meson-nucleon theory of strong interaction, that contains several parameters
that are fitted to reproduce the phase shifts. In this way one can fix the nucleon-
nucleon potential, which however partly remains model-dependent. For details, see e.g.
reference [71]. Here we sketch the main ideas of the meson theory of the nucleon-nucleon
interaction. For simplicity we use a non-relativistic treatment, as a first schematic
introduction to the theory of nuclear forces. Of course, the correct framework is the
relativistic field theory of the meson-nucleon system. Let us consider the simplest
possible case, the coupling of nucleons with a spinless neutral meson. If we indicate by
b†q (bq) the creation (annihilation) operator of a meson with momentum q, the simplest
coupling term is the scalar one
Hc = Gs
∫
d3xψ†(x)ψ(x)φ(x)
= Gs
1√
V
∑
kq
√
h¯
2ω(q)
(a†kak+qb
†
q + a
†
kak−qbq) , (25)
which describes the processes of emission and absorption of a meson. The two processes
are included together, with the same weight, as required by the hermiticity of the
interaction Hc and of the scalar field φ(x). The momentum conservation has been
explicitly worked out and the constant Gs is the meson-nucleon coupling constant. In
equation (25) ω(q) is the meson energy and the factor in front 1/
√
2ω comes from
the usual quantization of the boson (meson) field in a set of harmonic oscillators [72].
The creation and annihilation meson operators satisfies the usual boson commutation
relations
[bk′, b
†
k]− = −[b†k, bk′]− ≡ bk′b†k − b†kbk′ = δK(k − k′) . (26)
In equation (25) the product a†a includes a scalar product in the spin component,
a†a ≡ ∑σ a†σaσ. The total Hamiltonian will include, besides the free nucleon
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Hamiltonian, also the free meson part
h0 =
∑
q
ω(q)b†qb−q (27)
and we can take the relativistic expression ω(q) =
√
(mc2)2 + q2c2 since the meson
mass m is usually much smaller than the nucleon mass, and therefore its kinematics is
surely relativistic. We will indicate by H0 the non-interacting part of the Hamiltonian.
The inclusion of the coupling term of equation (25) in a non-relativistic framework is
somehow problematic. In fact, since it involves the creation or annihilation of a particle,
the center of mass energy in such a process cannot be conserved and therefore Galilei
invariance is manifestly broken. The breaking is proportional to the ratio between the
meson and the nucleon masses, and therefore it vanishes in the limit of infinitely heavy
nucleons. This is indeed the limit in which the concept of a static nucleon-nucleon
potential has a meaning. Perturbation theory in Hc of different physical quantities
can easily be developed and the different terms can be represented by diagrams. For
our purposes only the lowest order has to be considered. In the framework of the
meson-nucleon theory, the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction can be identified with
the irreducible part of the two-nucleon scattering matrix T (2). By “irreducible” here
we mean the set of (connected) diagrams which cannot be separated into two distinct
parts by cutting two nucleon lines at any given level along the diagram. The general
perturbation theory for T (2) can be obtained from the usual expansion for the scattering
matrix
T (2)(E)= Hc +Hc
1
E −H0T
(2)
= Hc +Hc
1
E −H0Hc +Hc(
1
E −H0Hc)
2 . . . (28)
In this expansion we have to select the processes which indeed correspond to the
scattering of two nucleons and are irreducible. The lowest order which can contribute is
the second order, since to first order the coupling term Hc can describe only emission or
absorption of a meson. Let us denote by |kk′〉 the free (antisymmetrized) state a†ka†k′|0〉
of two nucleons with momenta k and k′. The amplitude for the scattering from the state
|k0k′0〉 to the state |k1k1′〉 can be extracted from the second order term of T (2)
〈k1k1′|T (2)|k0k0′〉 ≈ 〈k1k1′|Hc 1
E −H0Hc|kk
′〉 . (29)
If we insert the expression of equation (25) for Hc, since by definition H0 is diagonal
in the free state representation, we can use Wick’ s theorem for the vacuum state in
a straightforward way. For the meson operators this is trivial (they commute with
the nucleon operators). The four contractions which can contribute can be depicted
as in figure (5) which give four distinct contributions. The corresponding analytical
expressions for the the two-body scattering matrix is given by
〈k1k1′|T (2)|k0k0′〉 =
∑
q
h¯
V
G2s
2ωq
δK(k0 + k0
′ − k1 − k1′)×
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Figure 5. The four possible meson exchange processes. Dashed lines indicate mesons,
full lines nucleons.
{(δK(q − k0 + k1)− δK(q − k0 − k1′)) 1
E0 − E + Ek0−q − Ek0 + ωq
+
(δK(q − k1′ + k0)− δK(q − k1 − k0)) 1
E0 − E + Ek0′−q − Ek0′ + ωq
} , (30)
where E0 = Ek0 + Ek′0 is the initial energy. If we interpret this matrix element as the
matrix element of a two-body potential v between nucleons, this potential is clearly
non-local and energy dependent. It is convenient to introduce the relative and total
momenta of the initial and final two nucleon states
Q =
1
2
(k0
′ − k0) ; P = k0′ + k0
Q′ =
1
2
(k1
′ − k1) ; P ′ = k1′ + k1 (31)
Putting E = E0, the matrix element of v can be written as
〈k1k1′|v|k0k0′〉 = 1
2
h¯
V
G2sδK(P − P ′)×
(− 1
ωQ−Q′
(
1
EQ′
+
− EQ+ + ωQ−Q′
+
1
EQ′
−
−EQ− + ωQ−Q′
)
+
1
ωQ+Q′
(
1
EQ′
−
− EQ+ + ωQ+Q′
+
1
EQ′
+
− EQ− + ωQ+Q′
)) (32)
where Q± = ±Q + P/2. The fact that a dependence on the total momentum is still
present is a consequence of the already mentioned breaking of Galilei invariance. In
the limit of large nucleon mass, the terms corresponding to the nucleon recoil can be
neglected, which is equivalent to put Ek ≈ M everywhere in the expression. In this
approximation a very simple form is obtained
〈k1k1′|v|k0k0′〉 = h¯
V
G2sδK(P − P ′)(−
1
ω2Q−Q′
+
1
ω2Q+Q′
)
=
h¯
V
G2sδK(P − P ′)(−
1
(Q−Q)2c2 + (mc2)2 +
1
(Q+Q′)2c2 + (mc2)2
) (33)
where the explicit form for ω(q) has been used. The expression is now Galilei invariant,
since it depends only on the relative momenta Q and Q′. The expression of equation (33)
can be interpreted as the direct and exchange matrix elements of a local potential. In
agreement with the scalar nature of the exchanged meson, the interaction is independent
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from the spins of the nucleons. The form of such a potential in coordinate representation
is the celebrated Yukawa potential
v(r) = −G2s
h¯
V
∑
q
1
q2c2 + (mc2)2
eıq·r/h¯ = − G
2
s
4πh¯2c3
(mc2)
e−µr
µr
The range a = 1/µ = h¯/mc of this potential is the Compton wavelength of the meson.
This means that heavier mesons produce shorter potential range. The limit of large
nucleon mass is equivalent to neglect the recoil energy of the nucleons involved in the
interaction. It is also equivalent to consider the exchange of the meson as instantaneous,
and therefore the approximation is usually referred to as the static approximation. It is
only in this limit that the very concept of potential can be introduced. For the validity of
such an approximation it is essential that the ratio between meson and nucleon masses be
small. Unfortunately not all the possible mesons which can be considered involved in the
nucleon-nucleon interaction processes have indeed a mass small compared to the nucleon
one. The potentials derived from heavier meson exchange processes have therefore to
be considered as effective ones, and the corresponding parameters as effective ones. The
latter can therefore differ from the phenomenological ones extracted from meson nucleon
scattering. Equation (25) is schematic, since mesons and nucleons are not point-like
particles, and therefore a more refined treatment must introduce vertex corrections in
the interaction processes. Usually these corrections are described by phenomenological
vertex form factors which multiply the expressions of the type of equation (33) for
the NN potentials. The corresponding form in coordinate representation is modified
accordingly. From the above results it turns out that the local potential mediated by a
scalar meson is attractive. This is the case of the so-called σ meson, which is commonly
believed to be responsible of the intermediate range attraction characteristic of the two
nucleon interaction. The lightest known (strongly interacting) meson, the π meson, is
known to be a pseudoscalar meson, i.e. a meson with negative internal parity, which
is therefore described by a field which change sign under the parity operation. For the
π meson the scalar coupling of equation (25) cannot be used, since the Hamiltonian
of strong interaction must be parity invariant. In the non-relativistic limit the only
possibility in this case is a pseudo-vector coupling. Furthermore the π meson has three
charge states and it is therefore a vector in isospin space. The simplest non-relativistic
coupling is of the form
Hc = Gpv
1√
V
∑
kq
√
h¯
2ω(q)
(a†k(σ · q)τak+qb†q + a†k(σ · q)τak−qbq)
where now the b and b† operators refer to the π meson. The quantities σ ≡ σx, σy, σz
are the usual Pauli matrices which act on the spin variables of the nucleon creation
and annihilation operators. The particular form ensures rotational invariance. Since
the Pauli matrices form a pseudo-vector, the expression for Hc is indeed a scalar. The
matrices τ ≡ τx, τy, τz are the Pauli matrices in isospin spaces and as such they act on
the isospin variables of the nucleon operators. The expression includes a scalar product
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of these three Pauli matrices, which form a three-vector, with the isospin variables of
the meson operator, namely τb ≡ ∑i τibi (and analogously for b†), where i labels the
three possible isospin (charge) states of the π meson. The scalar product ensures that
Hc is scalar in isospin space, and this is dictated by the charge independence of the
nuclear forces, which is phenomenologically observed to a very high degree of accuracy.
Following the same procedure as in the case of a scalar meson, one gets the following
expression for the direct matrix element of the interaction in the static limit, with
k = Q−Q′
〈Q′P ′|v|QP 〉 = −G2pv
h¯
V
δK(P − P ′)(σ1 · k)(σ2 · k)
k2c2 + (mc2)2
(τ1 · τ2) (34)
where the matrix elements between spin-isospin states of the corresponding Pauli
matrices have to be taken, i.e. the expression has to be considered still an operator
in spin-isospin space. It is customary to introduce the tensor operator
S12 = 3(σ1 · k)(σ2 · k)− σ1 · σ2k2
and the expression can be written
〈Q′P ′|v|QP 〉 = − 1
12
G2pv
h¯
V
δK(P − P ′) ·
[
S12
k2c2 + (mc2)2
− σ1 · σ2 m
2c2
k2c2 + (mc2)2
+ σ1 · σ2]τ1 · τ2 (35)
A pseudoscalar meson gives rise to a tensor-isospin interaction plus a spin-isospin
interaction. The last term is a contact interaction (a delta function in coordinate space).
A more complete treatment should include the vertex form factors also in this case. It
has to be noticed that the coupling constant has a different definition here than in the
relativistic treatment. More complex couplings are possible, and they naturally arise in
a relativistic treatment, which is the framework in which the theory of nuclear forces
has ultimately to be formulated. The interaction is attractive or repulsive according
to the quantum numbers of the interacting nucleons, namely on the two-body channel
(including isospin). It turns out that the tensor part is attractive in the s-wave channels.
The π meson is responsible of the long range attractive part of the NN interaction.
Another important case is the exchange of a vector meson, namely a meson of spin one.
The treatment of this case is more complex and require a full relativistic treatment. It
turns out that a vector meson produces mainly a repulsive interaction. Therefore, at
least part of the repulsive core, characteristic of the NN interaction, can be described
by the exchange of spin-one mesons, like the ω meson. However, at distances smaller
than the typical core size (∼ 0.4 fm) the structure of the nucleons, as described by
QCD, starts to play a role and the meson picture cannot be any more maintained. The
meson theory in this range can be regarded as an effective model for more complex
processes and the corresponding coupling constants and cut-off have to be considered
as parameters to be adjusted to fit the experimental data on NN scattering.
In all these considerations, one assumes that only one meson is exchanged at a time,
so that the NN interaction is fully determined by the set of known mesons and by their
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couplings with nucleons. This is the so-called one boson exchange potential (OBEP).
It turns out, however, that the intermediate range attraction cannot be obtained in
this way. As already mentioned, it is customary then to introduce a fictitious scalar
meson, the σ meson, with suitable mass and coupling to reproduce the phenomenological
intermediate range attraction. It is usually believed that the hypothetical σ meson
simulates the simultaneous exchange of two pions both correlated and uncorrelated.
The phenomenology on pion–pion scattering gives only a broad structure in the s-wave
channel, and therefore a fully satisfactory theoretical basis for the introduction of the σ
meson is still lacking. For a historical account of the OBEP theory, see reference [70].
The main features of the NN interaction, derived from the meson-nucleon model
and the phenomenological analysis, can be summarized schematically as in figure (6).
At large distance, r ≥ 1fm, the interaction is attractive with an exponential tail.
At intermediate distance, 0.4 ≤ r ≤ 1fm, a stronger attraction is present, at least
once an average is made over the different partial waves and quantum numbers (i.e.,
channels). At short distance, r ≤ 0.4fm, a strong repulsive core is in any case present.
The repulsion is so strong that in the early versions of the NN potential an infinite
impenetrable barrier was assumed to exist below about 0.4fm. In the more modern
versions the repulsive core is taken finite but very large with respect to the usual nuclear
physics energy scale. The details of the interaction depend on the specific model for
Figure 6. Schematic representation of the nucleon-nucleon interaction potential.
NN forces, but schematic picture of Fig. (6) is in any case valid and the nuclear matter
EOS is strongly influenced by these simple properties.
4.2. Theoretical many-body methods
Once the interaction between two nucleons is established, one can try to solve the
many-body problem for the nuclear matter. However, it is not obvious that the nuclear
Hamiltonian includes only two-body forces. Since we know that the nucleon is not an
elementary particle, we can expect that the interaction in a system of nucleons is not
fully additive, namely that it is not simply the sum of the interactions between pairs
of nucleons, but also three or more nucleon forces must be considered. This important
issue is discussed later. For the moment we restrict the treatment to the case of two-
body forces, which are expected anyhow to be dominant around saturation or slightly
above.
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4.2.1. The Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone expansion The Brueckner-Bethe-Goldstone
(BBG) many-body theory is based on the re-summation of the perturbation expansion
of the ground state energy. The original bare NN interaction is systematically replaced
by an effective interaction that describes the in-medium scattering processes. The in-
vacuum T -matrix of the general equation (22) is replaced by the so called G-matrix,
that takes into account the effect of the Pauli principle on the scattered particles and
the in-medium potential U(k) felt by each nucleon. The corresponding integral equation
for the G-matrix can be written
〈k1k2|G(ω)|k3k4〉 = 〈k1k2|v|k3k4〉+
+
∑
k′
3
k′
4
〈k1k2|v|k′3k′4〉 (
1−ΘF (k
′
3
))(1−ΘF (k′4))
ω−ek′
3
+ek′
4
〈k′3k′4|G(ω)|k3k4〉 . (36)
where the two factors 1−ΘF (k) force the intermediate momenta to be above the Fermi
momentum (”particle states”), the single particle energy ek = h¯
2k2/2m + U(k) and
the summation includes spin-isospin variables.. The G-matrix has not any more the
hard core of the original bare NN interaction and is defined even for bare interaction
with an infinite hard core. In this way the perturbation expansion is more manageable.
The introduction and choice of the single particle potential are essential to make the
re-summed expansion convergent. In order to incorporate as much as possible higher
order correlations the single particle potential is calculated self-consistently with the
G-matrix itself
U(k) =
∑
k′<kF
〈kk′|G(ek1 + ek2)|kk′〉 , (37)
An account on the diagrammatic method, the degree of convergence of the BBG
expansion and a summary of the results can be found in references [40, 76]. Here we
restrict to indicate the expression of the correlation energy at the so called Brueckner
level (”two hole-line” approximation)
∆E2 =
1
2
∑
k1,k2<kF
〈k1k2|G(ek1 + ek2)|k3k4〉A , (38)
where |k1k2〉A = |k1k2〉 − |k2k1〉. At this level of approximation, that mainly includes
two-body correlations, one can find that the corresponding ground state wave function
Ψ can be written consistently as
|Ψ〉 = eSˆ2 |Φ〉 , (39)
where Φ is the unperturbed free particle ground state and Sˆ2 is the two-particle
correlator
Sˆ2 =
∑
k1k2,k′1k
′
2
1
4
〈k′1k′2|Sn|k1k2〉a†(k′1)a†(k′2) a(k2)a(k1) (40)
where the k ’ s are hole momenta, i.e. inside the Fermi sphere, and the k′ ’ s are
particle momenta, i.e. outside the Fermi sphere. The function Sˆ2 is the so called
”defect function”. It can be written in term of the G-matrix and it is just the difference
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between the in-medium interacting and non interacting two-body wave functions [40, 76].
A recent systematic study of the dependence of the resulting EoS on the NN interaction
can be found in reference [79].
One of the well known results of all these studies, that lasted for about half a
century, is the need of three-body forces (TBF) in order to get the correct saturation
point in symmetric nuclear matter. Once the TBF are introduced, the resulting EoS, for
symmetric matter and pure neutron matter, is reported in figure (7) for the two-body
interaction Av18 (squares). The TBF produce a shift in energy of about +1 MeV in
energy and of about −0.01 fm −3 in density. This adjustment is obtained by tuning the
two parameters contained in the TBF, as in references [77, 78, 79] and was performed
to get an optimal saturation point (the minimum). For comparison is also reported
Figure 7. Symmetric and pure neutron matter EOS from BHF scheme including
TBF (squares). The full lines is a fit to the points. The circles indicate the EoS from
reference [57].
the variational EOS of reference [57], that will be discussed in the next section. The
connection between two-body and three-body forces within the meson-nucleon theory of
nuclear interaction is discussed and worked out in references [80, 81, 82]. The possible
interplay between two-body interaction and TBF for the resulting EoS is discussed in
reference [83].
4.2.2. The Variational method In the variational method one assumes that the ground
state wave function Ψ can be written in a form as in equation (39), i.e.
Ψ(r1, r2, ......) = Πi<jf(rij)Φ(r1, r2, .....) , (41)
where Φ is the unperturbed ground state wave function, properly antisymmetrized, and
the product runs over all possible distinct pairs of particles. The correlation factor is
here determined by the variational principle, i.e. by imposing that the mean value of
the Hamiltonian gets a minimum (or in general stationary point)
δ
δf
〈Ψ|H|Ψ〉
〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 0 . (42)
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In principle this is a functional equation for the correlation function f , which however
can be written explicitly in a closed form only if additional suitable approximations are
introduced. The function f(rij) is assumed to converge to 1 at large distance and to go
rapidly to zero as rij → 0, to take into account of the repulsive hard core of the NN
interaction. Furthermore, at distance just above the core radius a possible increase of
the correlation function beyond the value 1 is possible.
For nuclear matter it is necessary to introduce a channel dependent correlation
factor, which is equivalent to assume that f is actually a two-body operator Fˆij. One
then assumes that Fˆ can be expanded in the same spin-isospin, spin-orbit and tensor
operators appearing in the NN interaction. Momentum dependent operators, like spin-
orbit, are usually treated separately. The product in equation (41) must be then
symmetrized since the different terms do not commute anymore.
If the two-body NN interaction is local and central, its mean value is directly related
to the pair distribution function g(r)
< V >=
1
2
ρ
∫
d3rv(r)g(r) , (43)
where
g(r1 − r2) =
∫
Πi>2d
3ri|Ψ(r1, r2....)|2∫
Πid3ri|Ψ(r1, r2....)|2 . (44)
The main job in the variational method is to relate the pair distribution function
to the correlation factors F . Again, in nuclear matter also the pair distribution function
must be considered channel dependent and the relation with the correlation factor
becomes more complex. In general this relation cannot be worked out exactly, and one
has to rely on some suitable expansion. Furthermore, three-body or higher correlation
function must in general be introduced, which will depend on three or more particle
coordinates and describe higher order correlations in the medium. Many excellent
review papers exist in the literature on the variational method and its extensive use
for the determination of nuclear matter EoS [84, 85]. The best known and most used
variational nuclear matter EoS is the one of reference [57], and it is reported in figure
(7). A detailed discussion on the connection between variational method and BBG
expansion can be found in reference [40].
4.2.3. The Relativistic approach One of the deficiencies of the Hamiltonian considered
in the previous sections is the use of the non-relativistic limit. The relativistic framework
is of course the framework where the nuclear EoS should be ultimately based. The best
relativistic treatment developed so far is the Dirac-Brueckner approach. Excellent review
papers on the method can be found in the literature [86] and in textbooks [87]. Here
we restrict the presentation to the main basic elements of the theory.
In the relativistic context the only NN potentials which have been developed are
the ones of OBE (one boson exchange) type. The starting point is the Lagrangian for
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the nucleon-mesons coupling
Lpv = − fps
mps
ψγ5γµψ∂µϕ
(ps) (45)
Ls = + gsψψϕ(s) (46)
Lv = − gvψγµψϕ(v)µ −
fv
4M
ψσµνψ(∂µϕ
(v)
ν − ∂νϕ(v)µ ) (47)
with ψ the nucleon and ϕ
(α)
(µ) the meson fields, where α indicates the type of meson and
µ the Lorentz component in the case of vector mesons. For isospin 1 mesons, ϕ(α) is
to be replaced by τ · ϕ(α), with τ l (l = 1, 2, 3) the usual Pauli matrices. The labels
ps, pv, s, and v denote pseudoscalar, pseudovector, scalar, and vector coupling/field,
respectively.
The one-boson-exchange potential (OBEP) is defined as a sum of one-particle-
exchange amplitudes of certain bosons with given mass and coupling. The main
difference with respect to the non-relativistic case is the introduction of the Dirac-spinor
amplitudes. The six non-strange bosons with masses below 1 GeV/c2 are used. Thus,
VOBEP =
∑
α=π,η,ρ,ω,δ,σ
V OBEα (48)
with π and η pseudoscalar, σ and δ scalar, and ρ and ω vector particles. The
contributions from the isovector bosons π, δ and ρ contain a factor τ1 · τ2. In the
so called static limit, i.e. treating the nucleons as infinitely heavy (their energy equals
the mass) the usual denominator of the interaction amplitude in momentum space,
coming from the meson propagator, is exactly the same as in the non-relativistic case
(since in both cases meson kinematics is relativistic). This limit is not taken in the
relativistic version, noticeably in the series of Bonn potentials, and the full expression
of the amplitude with the nucleon relativistic (on-shell) energies is included. As an
example, let us consider one pion exchange. In the non-relativistic and static limit the
corresponding local potential is reported in equation (34). This has to be compared
with the complete expression of the matrix element between nucleonic (positive energy)
states [71]. In the center of mass frame it reads
V fullπ = −
g2π
4M2
(E ′ +M)(E +M)
k2c2 + (mc2)2
(
σ1 · q′
E ′ +M
− σ1 · q
E +M
)
×
(
σ2 · q′
E ′ +M
− σ2 · q
E +M
)
where E,E ′ are the initial and final nucleon energies. One can see that in this case
some non-locality is present, since the matrix element depends separately on q and q′.
Putting E = E ′ =M , one gets again the local version. Notice that in any case the two
versions coincide on-shell (E = E ′), and therefore the non-locality modifies only the off-
shell behaviour of the potential. The matrix elements are further implemented by form
factors at the NN-meson vertices to regularize the potential and to take into account the
finite size of the nucleons and the mesons. In applications of the DBHF method usually
one version of the relativistic OBE potential is used, which therefore implies that a
certain degree of non-locality is present. The fully relativistic analogue of the two-body
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scattering matrix is the covariant Bethe-Salpeter (BS) equation. In place of the NN
non-relativistic potential the sum V of all connected two-particle irreducible diagrams
has to be used, together with the relativistic single particle propagators. Explicitly, the
BS equation for the covariant scattering matrix T in an arbitrary frame can be written
T (q′, q|P ) = V(q′, q|P ) +
∫
d4kV(q′, k|P )G(k|P )T (k, q|P ) , (49)
with
G(k|P ) = i
(2π)4
1
(1
2
6P+ 6k −M + iǫ)(1)
1
(1
2
6P− 6k −M + iǫ)(2) (50)
=
i
(2π)4
[
1
2
6P+ 6k +M
(1
2
P + k)2 −M2 + iǫ
](1) [ 1
2
6P− 6k +M
(1
2
P − k)2 −M2 + iǫ
](2)
(51)
where q, k, and q′ are the initial, intermediate, and final relative four-momenta,
respectively (with e. g. k = (k0,k)), and P = (P0,P) is the total four-momentum;
6 k = γµkµ. The superscripts refer to particle (1) and (2). Of course all quantities
are appropriate matrices in spin (or helicity) and isospin indices. The use of the OBE
potential as the kernel V is equivalent to the so-called ladder approximation, where one
meson exchanges occur in disjoint time intervals with respect to each other, i.e. at any
time only one meson is present. Unfortunately, even in the ladder approximation the
BS equation is difficult to solve since V is in general non-local in time, or equivalently
energy dependent, which means that the integral equation is four-dimensional. It is
even not sure in general if it admits solutions. It is then customary to reduce the four-
dimensional integral equation to a three-dimensional one by approximating properly the
energy dependence of the kernel. In most methods the energy exchange k0 is fixed to
zero and the resulting reduced BS equation is similar to its non-relativistic counterpart.
In the Thompson reduction scheme this equation for matrix elements between positive-
energy spinors (c.m. frame) reads
T (q′,q) = V (q′,q) +
∫
d3k
(2π)3
V (q′,k)
M2
E2k
1
2Eq − 2Ek + iǫT (k,q|P) (52)
where both V (q′,q) and T have to be considered as matrices acting on the two-particle
helicity (or spin) space, and Ek =
√
k2 +M2 is the relativistic particle energy. In
the alternative Blankenbecler-Sugar [71] reduction scheme some different relativistic
kinematical factors appear in the kernel. This shows that the reduction is not unique.
The partial wave expansion of the T –matrix can then be performed starting from the
helicity representation. The corresponding amplitudes include single as well as coupled
channels, with the same classification in quantum numbers JLS as in the non relativistic
case and therefore their connection with phase shifts is the same. In the intermediate
states of momentum k only the positive energy states are usually considered (by the
proper Dirac projection operator). As in the case of the OBEP potential, again the
main difference with respect to the non-relativistic case is the use of the Dirac spinors.
The DBHF method can be developed in analogy with the non-relativistic case. The
two-body correlations are described by introducing the in-medium relativistic G-matrix.
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The DBHF scheme can be formulated as a self-consistent problem between the single
particle self-energy Σ and the G-matrix. Schematically, the equations can be written
G = V + i
∫
V QggG
Σ = − i
∫
F
(Tr[gG]− gG) (53)
where Q is the Pauli operator which projects the intermediate two particle momenta
outside the Fermi sphere, as in the BHF G-matrix equation, and g is the single particle
Green’ s function. The self consistency is entailed by the Dyson equation
g = g0 + g0Σg
where g0 is the (relativistic) single particle Green’s function for a free gas of nucleons.
The self-energy is a matrix in spinor indices, and therefore in general it can be expanded
in the covariant form
Σ(k, kF ) = Σs(k, kF )− γ0Σ0(k, kF ) + γ · kΣv (54)
where γµ are the Dirac gamma matrices and the coefficients of the expansion are scalar
functions, which in general depend on the modulus |k| of the three-momentum and on
the energy k0. Of course they also depend on the density, i.e. on the Fermi momentum
kF . The free single particle eigenstates, which determine the spectral representation of
the free Green’ s function, are solutions of the Dirac equation
[ γµk
µ − M ] u(k) = 0
where u is the Dirac spinor at four-momentum k. For the full single particle Green’s
function g the corresponding eigenstates satisfy
[ γµk
µ − M + Σ ] u(k)∗ = 0
Inserting the above general expression for Σ, after a little manipulation, one gets
[ γµk
µ∗ − M∗ ]u(k)∗ = 0
with
k0
∗
=
k0 + Σ0
1 + Σv
; ki
∗
= ki ; M∗ =
M + Σs
1 + Σv
(55)
This is the Dirac equation for a single particle in the medium, and the corresponding
solution is the spinor
u∗(k, s) =
√
E∗k +M
∗
2M∗

 1
σ · k
E∗
k
+M∗

χs ; E∗k =
√
k2 +M∗2 . (56)
In line with the Brueckner scheme, within the BBG expansion, in the self-energy of
equation (53) only the contribution of the single particle Green’ s function pole is
considered (with strength equal one). Furthermore, negative energy states are neglected
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and one gets the usual self–consistent condition between self–energy and scattering G–
matrix. The functions to be determined are in this case the three scalar functions
appearing in equation (54). However, to simplify the calculations these functions are
often replaced by their value at the Fermi momentum.
In any case, the medium effect on the spinor of equation (56) is to replace the
vacuum value of the nucleon mass and three–momentum with the in–medium values of
equation (55). This means that the in–medium Dirac spinor is “rotated” with respect to
the corresponding one in vacuum, and a positive (particle) energy state in the medium
has some non–zero component on the negative (anti–particle) energy state in vacuum.
In terms of vacuum single nucleon states, the nuclear medium produces automatically
anti–nucleon states which contribute to the self–energy and to the total energy of the
system. It has been shown in reference [88] that this relativistic effect is equivalent to
the introduction of well defined TBF at the non–relativistic level. These TBF turn out
to be repulsive and consequently produce a saturating effect. The DBHF gives indeed
in general a better SP than BHF. Of course one can wonder why these particular TBF
should be selected, but anyhow a definite link between DBHF and BHF + TBF is, in
this way, established. Indeed, including in BHF only these particular TBF one gets
results close to DBHF calculations, see e.g. reference [79].
Despite the DBHF is similar to the non–relativistic BHF, some features of this
method are still controversial. The results depend strongly on the method used to
determine the covariant structure of the in–medium G–matrix, which is not unique
since only the positive energy states must be included. It has to be stressed that, in
general, the self–energy is better calculated in the matter reference frame, while the G–
matrix is more naturally calculated in the center of mass of the two interacting nucleons.
This implies that the G–matrix has to be Lorentz transformed from one reference frame
to the other, and its covariant structure is then crucial. Formally, the most accurate
method appears to be the subtraction scheme of reference [89]. Generally speaking, the
EoS calculated within the DBHF method turn out to be stiffer above saturation than
the ones calculated from the BHF + TBF method.
4.2.4. The Vlow approach The main effect of the hard core in the NN interaction is to
produce scattering to high momenta of the interacting particles. It is possible to soften
the hard core of the NN interaction from the start by integrating out all the momenta
larger than a certain cutoff Λ and ”renormalize” the interaction to an effective interaction
Vlow in such a way that it is equivalent to the original interaction for momenta q < Λ.
By construction Vlow must give the same half of the energy shell scattering T -matrix or
R-matrix (q′|R(Eq)|q) as the original interaction, where Eq is the energy of the initial
state at relative momentum q. This can be done in a variety of methods, among which
one can mention the Renormalization Group, the low momenta Effective Theory and
the Lee-Suzuky scheme. It is surely outside the scope of the present report to describe
these methods and we refer to recent review and papers where they are extensively
discussed and applied [90, 91]. All these possible Vlow interactions are of course much
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softer, since no high momentum components are present. The short range repulsion is
replaced by the non local structure of the interaction. It has to be kept in mind that any
Vlow is a legitimate realistic NN interaction. In fact, due to the mentioned equivalence,
they fit exactly the same phase shifts up to an energy corresponding to the cutoff. The
latter is taken above 300 MeV in the laboratory, corresponding to relative momentum
q ≈ 2.1fm−1, that is the largest energy where the data are established. This means that
the data and the NN interaction are not sensitive to the details of the hard core behavior.
Indeed, for the same reason, all the Vlow, at least their diagonal matrix elements, are
almost identical up to the cutoff, provided it is not taken too large above 2.1fm−1.
The fact that Vlow is soft has the advantage to be much more manageable than a hard
core interaction, in particular it can be used in perturbation expansion and in nuclear
structure calculations in a more efficient way. Again, at purely phenomenological level,
a non-local interaction at short distance is perfectly legitimate as an hard core, since the
behavior of the potential at short distance is not experimentally accessible. In principle,
it is only a question of representation. However, as strongly stressed in reference [90],
the required equivalence implies that, even starting from a local two-body interaction ,
the renormalization procedure introduces necessarily three-body forces, which has to be
handled in many-body calculations. This is more apparent if Vlow is constructed directly
in the medium, in which case the procedure has some similarities with the Brueckner
G-matrix construction.
If for the in-vacuum Vlow one takes only the two-body component, one finds that
nuclear matter does not saturate and actually seems to collapse towards infinite negative
energy. This can be ascribed to the missing three-body forces, which should provide
saturation. According to reference [90] the off-shell effects are not the main responsible
for the saturation mechanism present in the BHF theory. This is probably partly
true, but one has to keep in mind that a BHF procedure without the single particle
potential, which is responsible for the presence of an off-shell energy, would dramatically
overestimate the binding energy in nuclear matter.
In any case, up to now the consistent three-body force in Vlow has not be used in
nuclear matter calculations or in nuclear structure. Furthermore the renormalization
procedure for a possible three-body forces has not yet been worked out. Up to now the
two-body part of Vlow has been used in nuclear matter in conjunction with TBF fitted
separately in three and four-nucleon systems. If the TBF are averaged over the quantum
numbers of one of the three particles, this approximate scheme seems to produce a
reasonable saturation point. This is line with the fact that in BHF the repulsive part
of the same TBF has to be drastically reduced to get the correct saturation point, since
the two-body interaction gives a saturation point not too far from the empirical one. If
the saturation property of Vlow and its good performance in few-body nuclear systems
will survive to a more consistent treatment of the renormalization procedure and the
corresponding TBF, this will open a new route to the microscopic many-body theory of
the nuclear medium. This point needs still to be clarified.
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4.2.5. Trying a link to QCD : the chiral symmetry approach One of the main ambition
of nuclear physics is to connect the low energy nuclear physics phenomena with the
underlying more fundamental theory of strong interaction, i.e. QCD and the standard
model, based on quark and gluons degrees of freedom, together with the Weinberg-
Salam-Glashow theory of weak interaction. This is quite difficult because all hadron
sector is in the non-perturbative regime, due to confinement. A possible strategy is the
systematic use of the symmetries embodied in the hadronic QCD structure. The main
symmetry that still remains visible in the confined matter is the Chiral Symmetry, the
symmetry that QCD possesses if the bare quark masses are put equal to zero. The
symmetry is spontaneously broken in the confined phase, i.e in hadronic matter, but,
according to the general theorem by Goldstone, a zero mass boson should be present.
This is indeed the π meson, that in the limit of zero quark mass should have also zero
mass. This is the main signature of the underling chiral symmetry. For non-strange
matter, only u and d quarks are relevant, and they indeed are expected to have a mass
of few MeV. This small explicit breaking of chiral symmetry results in the physical mass
of the pion, that is the lightest meson, even if it is not small at the energy scale of many
nuclear phenomena. All that suggests to treat the pion degrees of freedom explicitly and
to describe the short range part by structureless contact terms. Along this line Weinberg
[92, 93, 94] proposed a scheme for the expansion of the NN interaction in the ratio Q/M
between the relative momenta and the nucleon mass. The pion exchange term is still
treated explicitly, and is considered the lowest order (LO) term of the expansion. Then
contact terms are added and a power counting scheme is introduced. These terms can
be considered as expansion of the nucleonic loops, that are the ones that give the largest
contributions. At the same time the contact terms can be considered as counter-terms
to regularize and renormalize the divergences coming from the loop integrals appearing
as the order of the expansion increases. This procedure of renormalization is common
in Quantum Field Theory, like Quantum Electrodynamics (QED). In renormalizable
field theory the number of counter-terms are finite and their strengths are fixed by
demanding that some quantities have their physical values. In QED they are fixed by
imposing the physical values of the electron charge and mass. Then the perturbation
expansion terms are all finite. In the case of nuclear physics one demands that the phase
shifts in some channels and specific energies are reproduced correctly. However in this
case at any order new counter-terms must be introduced. This renormalized expansion,
the Chiral Perturbation Expansion (ChPE), can be used to construct NN interactions
that are of reasonably good quality [91, 95] in reproducing the two-body data. They
contain a set of parameters, and therefore they are still models, whose connection with
QCD is still a little loose. To tighten the QCD link a non-perturbative regularization
and renormalization has been tried, where the results are shown numerically to be
independent on the single cut-off used in the renormalization procedure. This property
assures a clear-cut separation between the long range pion exchange processes and the
unresolved short range part of the interaction. Along this line progress has been made
recently [96], but still a reasonable realistic interaction has not been constructed.
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To summarize, the ambitious program of connecting the NN interaction with the
underlying QCD theory is still a work in progress, but the connection is becoming
stronger and solid. It requires the development of a quite complex formalism, that is
hoped will be able to shed light on the origin of the NN interaction, including few-body
interactions.
5. Nuclear Matter as a Fermi liquid
The many fermion systems are characterized by a sharp Fermi surface. If the interaction
is not too peculiar, this is a general result known as Migdal’ s theorem [4]. The nuclear
medium is not an exception, and many properties of both finite nuclei and nuclear
matter are strongly affected by this feature. In particular, low energy excitations and
low temperature thermal properties can involve only particles close to the Fermi surface.
For the same reason transport phenomena are determined by the scattering processes
that occur close to the Fermi surface.
Landau theory of (normal) Fermi liquids exploits systematically this feature to
develop a semi-phenomenological treatment of most of the low energy phenomena in
homogeneous Fermi systems. Nuclear matter can be treated along the same lines,
provided the isospin degrees of freedom is properly included. Migdal and collaborators
[4, 97] have extended the approach to finite systems, in particular nuclei, where the so
called Finite Fermi System Theory (FFST) has been extensively applied. Excellent and
pedagogical expositions of Landau theory can be found in textbooks [4, 98]. Here we
limit to remind the main concepts and some basic applications. At the basis of the
theory is the introduction of quasi-particle states. The suggestion comes form the so-
called adiabatic switching on of the interaction in a many-body system. The Gell-Mann
and Low [99] theorem states that if one evolves a many-particle system, starting from an
independent particle eigen-state, by switching on the interaction adiabatically, i.e. with
an infinitely slow variation, then one obtains a state of the interacting system. Since for
independent particles eigen-states are identified by the values of the occupation number
n(p) for each single particle state p ≡ (~p, σ, τ), so will be the corresponding state of the
interacting system. The statement is correct if no phase transition or cluster formation
occur during the switching on of the interaction, and this is what we assume for the
moment. It follows that the ground state of the interacting system will be characterized
by a distribution of occupation numbers as the non-interacting one, i.e. a sharp Fermi
distribution (zero temperature). If we consider the excitation of the non interacting
system that is obtained by adding a particle or forming a hole (i.e. subtracting a
particle) at the single particle state p, these excitations will be called quasi-particle
and quasi-hole in the interacting system. The corresponding variation in energy of the
interacting many-particle system is called quasi-particle or quasi-hole energy, denoted
by ǫ(p). In general, if we vary the distribution of occupation numbers in a smooth way,
or we average the distribution within neighboring states, the general variation in energy
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δE of the system to first order in the variation δn(p) of the occupations can be written
δE =
1
Ω
∑
p
ǫ(p)δn(p) (57)
where Ω is the volume of the system. It is clear that the quasi-particles are Fermions.
However, unlike in the non-interacting system, they do interact, since the variation
of the total energy will be a complex function of the variation δn(p) and not just an
additive linear function. To second order the energy variation will be
δE =
1
Ω
∑
p
ǫ(p)δn(p) +
1
2
1
Ω2
∑
p,p′
f(p, p′)δn(p)δn(p′) (58)
where
f(p, p′) = Ω2
δ2E
δn(p)δ(p′)
= Ω
δǫ(p)
δn(p′)
(59)
is the quasi-particle interaction, since it describes the variation of a quasi-particle energy
due to the presence of the other quasi-particles. More precisely, if the quasi-particle
distribution is changed by the amount δn(p′) for each p′, the energy of the quasi-particle
of momentum p changes by an amount given by the expression
δǫ(p) =
∑
p′
f(p, p′)δn(p′) (60)
However, the Gell-Mann and Low theorem is valid only if the perturbative expansion
is convergent, since its demonstration is developed by considering each term of the
perturbation expansion. This is not necessarily a valid assumption, and the quasi-
particle state so constructed can be at best only approximate eigen-states of the system.
This is indeed what happens, and the quasi-particle states have a finite lifetime and they
actually decay. This can be best seen in the Green’ s function formalism, where the
Landau theory can be more rigorously formulated [100, 4]. It can be seen that the quasi-
particles has an infinite lifetime only exactly at the Fermi surface, while they have a
decreasing lifetime as one moves away from the Fermi surface. This is a general property
based only on phase space argument. In a perturbative picture, a single quasi-particle
can decay into two particles - one hole state (for momenta above the Fermi momentum),
or in a two hole - one particle state (below the Fermi momentum), and one can easily see
that the possible phase space vanishes exactly at the Fermi momentum. This remains
true if one considers more complicated decay states (multi particles - multi holes). Once
the quasi-particles are introduced, these considerations hold for the scattering processes
between quasi-particles, which are then responsible for the decay. If the quasi-particle
have no decay width at the Fermi surface, it is reasonable to expect that close enough
to the Fermi surface the width will remain small, and there will be a region around
the Fermi surface where the quasi-particles can be considered as stable, provided the
phenomena that are considered have characteristic time scales shorter than the lifetime
of the quasi-particles involved.
Again in a more formal language, a quasi-particle corresponds to the singular part
of the single particle Green’s functions, i.e. a pole in the complex energy plane at
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a given momentum. The non-singular part should give a negligible contribution in
many dynamical processes, since it is expected to be highly incoherent. However the
non-singular part has the effect of renormalizing the properties of the quasi-particles.
In summary, it is the pole contribution that behaves like a particle, with properly
renormalized physical parameters. In this sense a quasi-particle can be viewed as a
particle dressed by the interaction with the other particles. The pole moves from one
sheet of the complex energy plane to the other, when the momentum moves from below
to above the Fermi surface. This means that the occupation number has a jump at
the Fermi surface, a property anticipated at the beginning of this section. If we neglect
the non-singular part, the quasi-particles distribution in the ground state has to be
considered as an unperturbed Fermi distribution, i.e. with occupation number 1 and 0
(at zero temperature), so they are fermion particles.
In summary, the dynamical processes that involve excitations close to the Fermi
surface can be described in terms of quasi-particles kinetics, whose dynamics can be
treated as particles (fermions), but with renormalized properties. In the semi-classical
regime, valid in the long wave-length limit, the kinetic equations for the quasi-particle
distribution n(r, p, t) must follows equations (15,16), where the effective NN interaction,
in the momentum representation, is just the Landau effective interaction f(p, p′) of
equation (59).
One has to be aware that the distribution function n(r, p, t) that appears in the
equations (15,16) is essentially the semi-classical limit of the quantal density matrix
< ψ†(r′, t)ψ(r, t) > (to be precise, its Wigner transform) [101]. If we consider a
perturbation with total momentum q, one has to consider the Fourier transform of
the distribution function, which is equivalent to the density matrix in momentum
representation < ψ†(p+ q, t)ψ(p, t) >. Therefore, the momenta p+ q and p must form a
particle-hole pair, i.e. they must lie on opposite sides of the Fermi surface. In fact, any
perturbation of a Fermi liquid must imply the promotion of a particle from below to
above the Fermi surface, and if the particles are removed from a position slightly different
from the position where they are promoted the process involves a variation δn(r, p, t)
of the distribution function at each point r which satisfies the kinetic equations (15,16).
In the long wave-length limit, i.e. when |q| is much smaller then the Fermi momentum,
the quasi-particle momentum p must lie close to the Fermi surface. Since the effective
interaction is expected to be a smooth function, it can be then calculated for values of
the momenta just on the Fermi surface, i.e. for |p| = |p′| = pF , where pF is the Fermi
momentum. For rotational invariance f must depend only on |p − p′|. The dependence
on the angle θ between p and p′ can be expanded in Legendre polynomials Pl(cos θ).
Of course one should include also the spin and isospin dependence, and the explicit
expression for f is usually written, following Landau,
f(p, p′) = f + gσσ′ + f ′ττ ′ + g′σσ′ττ ′ (61)
and each coefficient can be now expanded, e.g.
f =
∑
l
flPl(cos θ) (62)
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and similar. This defines four sets of parameters, {fl}, {gl}, {f ′l}, {g′l}. They are basic
quantities in the Landau theory. One has not to confuse this expansion with the
expansion in partial waves of the NN interaction (effective or not), but rather the
different terms in l are connected with the range in non-locality of the particle-hole
interaction, or, equivalently, to its momentum dependence. In most applications these
parameters are multiplied by the single particle density of state N at the Fermi surface,
and one then introduces the dimensionless parameters Fl = Nfl and similar. The other
basic quantity of the Landau theory is the collision integral. It can be worked out [98]
for two-body collisions, that are assumed to dominate for not too high density. The two-
body collision probability must contain two factors n(k) (Fermi functions) to weight the
two occupied initial single particle states and two factors 1−n(k) for the Pauli blocking
of the two unoccupied final single particle states. Explicitly, the collision integral that
has to be included at the second member of the kinetic equations (15,16), reads [98]
I(p1) =
2π
h¯2
∑
p2,p3,p4 | < p3p4|T |p1p2 > |2
δ(p1 + p2 − p3 − p4)δ(ω1 + ω2 − ω3 − ω4)
[n3n4(1− n1)(1− n2)− n1n2(1− n3)(1− n4)]
(63)
where T is the scattering T -matrix (in the medium !), ni = n(pi) and ωi is the single
particle energy of momentum pi. Remind that in the adopted notation pi = (pi, σi, τi).
This collision integral gives the probability that a particle of a given momentum p1
scatters with a particle of any momentum p2 to all possible final momenta p3, p4 (first
term in the square bracket) and the probability that two particles of momenta p3, p4
scatters to the final momentum p1 and any other momentum p2 (second term). The two
terms correspond to the loss and gain processes, for the state of momentum p1, that can
occur in the medium. We have not indicated explicitly that actually all the distribution
functions appearing in the collision integral are calculated at a given space-time point.
This is justified if the range of the interaction producing the collisions is much smaller
than the average distance between particles. In this sense the theory is valid for low
density, which in this context means that the average number of quasi-particles must be
not too large. The collision integrals is the key quantity that determines the different
transport coefficients, because if the particle distribution is macroscopically perturbed
by an external action, it is through collisions that the system reacts to bring back the
distribution to the equilibrium one. The particles through collisions transport different
physical quantities, like momentum, energy, and so on, and the frequency of collisions is
the main features that fix the speed of this restoration and therefore the corresponding
transport coefficients or related quantities.
On the other hand, the set of Landau parameters that characterize the interaction
are more related to the mechanical properties of the medium or to the dynamical
microscopic processes that can take place.
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5.1. Effective mass
We have introduced the concept of quasi-particles, and we have anticipated that
their physical parameters have to be renormalized. If the interaction f(p, p′) depends
explicitly on momentum, it changes the relationship between energy and momentum of
the quasi-particle due to the dragging effect, see equation (60). The standard result is
that the quasi-particle velocity vk for the momentum k can be written
vk =
dǫ(k)
dk
=
k
m∗
(64)
where the effective mass m∗ is given by
m∗
m
= 1 +
F1
3
(65)
Here m is the bare mass, and F1 is the dimensionless constant previously introduced.
Only the term l = 1 of the expansion (62) contributes. The relation (65) is a consequence
of Galilei invariance [98]. The concept of effective mass can be extended also to finite
nuclei. It is extensively used in Energy Density Functional schemes or Skyrme forces (see
section 8.2) as a parameter, possibly density dependent. Physical quantities that are
particularly sensitive to its value are the energy of different Giant Resonances, notably
the monopole one, see section 3.2, and the single particle density of states. The latter
is mainly proportional to the effective mass.
The canonical value of the effective mass at the saturation density that appears in
most of the Skyrme forces is close to 0.7m. However, the density of state close to the
Fermi energy extracted phenomenologically in finite nuclei seems to require a value close
to m. This discrepancy can be explained and understood if one introduces dispersive
effects in the single particle spectrum [102]. In fact in the nuclear medium it is essential
to distinguish between the so called k-mass mk and ω-mass mω. If one considers the
single particle self-energy M(k, ω), the total effective mass can be written [103]
mω
m
= (1 − ∂M
∂ω
)
mk
m
= (1 + m
k
∂M
∂k
)−1
m∗
m
= (mω
m
)(mk
m
)
(66)
The ω-mass is due to the energy dependence of the self-energy. In the calculation of
the ground state energy and wave function with Skyrme forces the mean field is directly
related to the k-mass. In the density of states what is involved is the single particle
dynamics, that must include also the ω-mass, and therefore the total mass must be used.
Extensive calculations [102] of the single particle levels confirm that indeed the total
effective mass around the Fermi energy is close to the bare mass m. Similar results are
obtained in microscopic calculations of symmetric nuclear matter [104].
In a general treatment of nuclear structure based on Energy Density Functional
method, to be discussed in section 8.2, the effective mass is a parameter to be fixed or
fitted to the experimental mass table, and not necessarily the distinction between the
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ω-mass and k-mass is apparent or displayed. Therefore the effective mass in nuclear
structure is not a well defined concept, nor it can be given a well defined value. In other
words, its value depends on the theoretical scheme and on the physical quantity that is
considered.
5.2. Static and equilibrium properties
Since Landau theory introduces the interaction between quasi-particles, it can be used
to calculate some static and equilibrium properties of an interacting Fermi liquid with
respect to a free gas.
In particular the incompressibility of equation (6) is modified, as follows by simple
arguments. If the system is compressed, the Fermi energy ǫF increases, but the quasi-
particles filling the new available states interact among each other, so that, according
to equation (60) the variation in the quasi-particle energy is
δǫ(p) = f0
1
V
∑
p
δn(p) = f0δn (67)
where the spherical symmetry of the distribution has been used. Then the Fermi energy
will get an additional variation, with respect to a free gas model, given by equation
(67). Since δP = nδǫF , this means that the incompressibility is multiplied by the factor
(1 + F0), where F0 is the Landau dimensionless constant for l = 0. At the same time
the mass should be substituted by the effective mass. Then, referring to equation (6),
the incompressibility K is related to the free gas one K0 by
K = K0
(
m
m∗
)
(1 + F0) (68)
Other bulk properties are the specific heath cV and entropy s. They require the
formulation of the Landau theory at finite temperature [98]. In the low temperature
limit the standard result is
cV =
m∗
m
c0V s =
m∗
m
s0 (69)
where c0V and s
0 are the corresponding values for a free gas. The interaction changes
just the density of states at the Fermi surface. These quantities are relevant for the
thermodynamic evolution of neutron stars. For supernovae the temperature is much
higher, typically few tens of MeV. Then the Landau theory cannot be applied and
other methods must be used, either phenomenological (e.g. Skyrme functionals) or
microscopic, see section 9. The thermodynamical properties of nuclear matter is only
partially known at such temperatures. A clarification of this subject will be of great
value for the detailed description of supernovae evolution.
5.3. Transport coefficients and macroscopic dynamics
Transport coefficients are fundamental properties of a Fermi liquid in general and of
the nuclear medium in particular. They are physical parameters that describe the
dynamical behavior of the system at macroscopic level and as such their main interest for
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the nuclear medium is mainly related to astrophysical phenomena in compact objects.
Shear viscosity, that can be viewed as momentum transport coefficient, is essential
for understanding the damping of neutron star oscillations and supernovae evolution.
Heat diffusion coefficient determines the early cooling evolution of neutron stars. The
evaluation of these physical parameters can be done within the Landau theory by
assuming a macroscopic deviation from equilibrium and solving the kinetic equation
in stationary condition. The (linear) relation between the quantity that describes the
deviation from equilibrium and the corresponding flux of the quantity that is driven
by the deviation. A temperature gradient drives a heath flux, a fluid velocity gradient
produces a transmission of momentum perpendicularly to the gradient.
Generally speaking, if local thermodynamical equilibrium is established in a Fermi
system of particles, the collision integral vanishes, see equation 63, no flux can flow
and the driving quantity is the deviation from local equilibrium δleqn(ǫ, r). However,
in a system of interacting quasi-particles one has to consider the true quasi-particle
energies, that depends in turn on the quasi-particle distribution itself, see equation
(60). Therefore the collision integral is expanded with respect to the deviation of the
quasi-particle distribution from the particle local equilibrium distribution. The profile
of this deviation is then determined to first order by solving the kinetic equation that
includes the collision term. In stationary conditions the kinetic equation becomes a
linear integral equation for the quasi-particle local equilibrium deviation, where the
kernel of the integral is determined by the collision integral under the specific physical
situation. Along these lines various approximations to solve the integral equations have
been developed, until the works by Brooker and Sykes [105] and Jensen, Smith and
Wilkins [106, 107], who supplied the exact analytical solutions for both the viscosity η
and the thermal conductivity K, besides the spin diffusion coefficient. The details of the
derivation can be found in the original work or in reference [98]. The results involve in
all cases the same angular integral over the probability W for elastic scattering of two
quasi-particles at the Fermi surface
IW =
∫
dΩ
4π
W (θ, φ)
cos(θ/2)
(70)
where W is proportional to the square of the matrix element of the scattering T -matrix,
see equation (63). Because of conservation of momenta and energy, W depends only on
two angles, here taken according to the Abrikosov-Khalatnikov convention, see references
[108, 98]. The results for the thermal conductivity and the shear viscosity read
K = 1
2π2
CV v
2
F τAK
η = 1
5
pFv
2
F τAη
(71)
where vF is the Fermi velocity, CV the specific heath, AK , Aη are numerical factor that
can be expressed in terms of numerical series, and τ is related to IW by
τ = 8π4h¯6/(m∗3IWT
2) (72)
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that has the meaning of a relaxation time. Actually the factors AK and Aη depend also
on the probability W through an additional integral, characteristic of each one of them.
This must be carefully considered when comparing different models for W .
Several estimates of the shear viscosity have been presented in the literature, based
on different models for W and different approximation schemes. The most recent
microscopic calculations [109, 110, 111], where references to previous works can be
found, stress the necessity of a treatment consistent with the nuclear matter EoS. These
microscopic calculations show a fair agreement. However, further studies are needed
to establish on a firm basis the value of η and its density dependence. In addition, a
complete treatment in the asymmetric matter present in neutron stars is still missing.
As already mentioned in section 3.2, the shear viscosity is not relevant in the
dynamics of finite nuclei at low excitation energy. The use of dissipative hydrodynamics,
that involves the value of η, in heavy ion collisions has been rather limited. Collision
dynamics appears too complex to allow any study on the relevance of the shear viscosity,
not to speak of its possible value.
The thermal conductivity in neutron stars is dominated by the electron component.
The specific heath of baryon matter can play a role in the cooling process. Only recently
microscopic calculations have been developed, but the superfluid properties of neutron
matter must be included [112, 113]. Still much work has to be done in this field.
Finally, one should consider also the bulk viscosity of the nuclear medium. However,
the main contribution to the bulk viscosity in the nuclear matter present in compact
stars is coming from the weak processes, and therefore it falls outside the scope of the
present review. In any case it has been extensively studied, with somehow controversial
results to be clarified [114, 115]. Furthermore, the possible hyperon component can be
of decisive relevance [116]
5.4. Collective excitations
One of the fundamental results of the Landau theory of Fermi liquid, and nuclear matter
in particular, is the possibility of collective microscopic excitations. Indeed, since the
foundation of the theory, it has been shown by Landau that at low excitation energy
the quasi-particle interactions can produce a concentration of the excitation strength
at a particular value of the energy, where the response function displays a pole, i.e. a
resonant behavior, that physically corresponds to a coherent motion of quasi-particles.
Microscopically, the collective excitation is produced by the particle-hole interaction,
as displayed in equation (61). If we limit the interaction to such a form, the possible
excitations can be classified according to the values of the total spin S and isospin
T . The S = T = 0 excitations correspond to density oscillation of the system. In
finite nuclei they correspond to the iso-scalar monopole giant resonance. The function
f in equation (61) determines the position and strength of the excitation. If the
interaction is zero range (contact interaction), then only the value of f0, i.e. fl for
l = 0, is different from zero. The value of f0 is therefore a fundamental constant that
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characterizes the nuclear medium. The onset of this collective motion can be seen by
linearizing the kinetic equation (15) with respect to the variation of the quasi-particle
distribution function, since we are considering small oscillations of the system. We
put then n(p, r, t) = n0(p) + δn(r, p, t), where n0 is the ground state quasi-particle
distribution, i.e. a sharp Fermi distribution, and neglect any quadratic term in δn. We
also neglect the collision integral I, that is we assume that the collision frequency is
small with respect of the oscillation frequency. This means also that the quasi-particles
decay can be neglected. After Fourier transform of the equation at the momentum q and
frequency ω and simple manipulations, one gets, in the long wave-length limit (q → 0)
(ω − q · vp) δn(q,p, ω) + ∂n0
∂ǫp
(q · vp)
∑
p′
f(p′ − p)δn(q,p, ω) (73)
This is an eigenvalue equation for the frequency ω at the momentum q. Actually
the equation depends only on the ratio ω/q, which is the propagation velocity of
the oscillatory wave. The corresponding distribution distortion δn can be obtained
by noticing that the derivative ∂n0
∂ǫp
equals −δ(ǫ − ǫF ), since n0 is just a sharp Fermi
distribution. Then also δn is proportional to the delta function
δn(q,p, ω) = δ(ǫ− ǫF )ξ(q,p, ω) (74)
If the interaction has only the l = 0 term different from zero, then ξ depends only on
the modulus of p, and substituting equation (74) in equation (73) one gets an explicit
eigenvalue equation for ω. Putting s = ω/qvF , it reads
1 +
1
2
F0
∫ 1
−1
d(cosθ)
cosθ
cosθ − s = 0 (75)
where F0 = Nf0. If s > 1, corresponding to a repulsive interaction f0 > 0, the integral
is non singular and one gets a dispersion relation for s
1 +
1
2
F0
(
1 + ln
s− 1
s+ 1
)
= 0 (76)
This solution is called ”zero sound”. It is an excitation mode of purely quantal origin,
typical of any Fermion liquid with a repulsive interaction. As F0 increases from 0 to
large values, much larger than 1, the solution s0 of the dispersion relation varies from 1
to
√
F0/3. As already anticipated, this mode has an analogous mode in finite nuclei in
the isoscalar monopole giant resonance, that can be then considered as the zero sound
in finite nuclei. In nuclear matter other types of zero sounds can exist, corresponding
to different spin-isospin total quantum number. The T = 1 and S = 0 corresponds
to the dipole giant resonance in nuclei, the T = 0, S = 1 to the spin magnetic mode,
the T = 1, S = 1 to the Gamow-Teller resonance. They have been all extensively
studied in nuclei. If one keeps the correspondence with finite nuclei, it is possible to
have phenomenological indications on the Landau parameters from the positions of the
giant resonances in nuclei. It turns out, following this line, that the Landau parameter
F0 must be slightly negative, approximately −0.4 < F0 < 0. The analogous Landau
parameter G0 = Ng0 should be very small, due to the observed lack of collectivity of the
spin mode in nuclei. The value of F ′0 for the dipole mode should be also slightly negative,
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but the extrapolation from nuclear matter to nuclei is questionable, because in nuclei
there is a substantial contribution of the surface to this mode. The Landau parameter
for the Gamow-Teller mode is much less known due to the substantial contribution of
the ∆ excitation, not included in the usual Landau treatment. The Landau parameters
characterize the nuclear medium at fundamental level, but they are only partially known.
Going back to the dispersion relation (76), let us consider the case s < 1, that
should appear when F0 < 0. The integral is then singular and one has to specify how
to handle the singularity. Physically speaking, if s < 1 the possible eigenfrequency falls
inside the unperturbed particle-hole continuum. In fact the unperturbed continuum, in
the long wavelength limit, spans the excitation energy up to +qvF . This means that the
mode couples directly to the particle-hole continuum and can decay. This implies that
one should look for a complex solution of the dispersion relation, whose imaginary part
will provide an estimate of the damping decay time of the mode. This decay mechanism
is called ”Landau damping” and is a phenomenon characteristic of Fermi liquids in
general. It is not related to the collisions between quasi-particles, and therefore it has
no connection to any sort of viscosity, being a purely quantal effect. It has to be stressed
that when Landau damping is active, the excitation mode is strongly damped and in
practice it disappears.
One could ask if Landau damping occurs in finite nuclei. In general the main
strength of the giant resonances falls in the single particle continuum, that is at
excitation energy where particle can escape, and therefore where the unperturbed
particle-hole spectrum is continuous. In principle the Landau damping can therefore be
present, however at the same time also the so called spreading width is present, that
is the coupling with more complex configurations, like two particles-two holes states.
In nuclear matter the latter turns out to be very small with respect to the Landau
damping, just due to phase-space restrictions. In finite nuclei Landau damping is not so
strong as in nuclear matter, due to the relatively small density of states at the excitation
energy where they are located. The width of giant resonances, as already mentioned, is
therefore mainly a nuclear structure problem, not related to the gross properties of the
nuclear medium.
The elementary excitations in the nuclear medium have relevance for the physics of
neutron stars. In the homogeneous region of the star these excitations affect the emission
and propagation of neutrinos and the specific heath of matter. They are expected to be
present also in the crust region [117]. For illustration we report in figure (8), taken form
reference [118], the spectral functions of neutrons, protons and electrons at a nucleonic
density equal to the saturation one. The neutron density is much higher and therefore
also the strength function is much larger. One can see that the neutron strength is
quite spread, showing that the excitations are in the region of Landau damping. One
distinguish the sharp electron peak corresponding to the plasma mode. Neutron and
proton excitations are mixed, but their interaction can be considered weak, because the
proton strength looks rather localized and not so much affected by the Landau damping.
In this calculations three possible effective interactions have been taken, corresponding
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Figure 8. Strength functions in Neutron Star matter from reference [118]. The thin
line corresponds to the neutron component, the thick one to the proton component.
The vertical dashed lines indicate the position of the excitation branches, in particular
the highest in energy is the electron plasma excitation. For detail see the reference
[118].
to the Landau parameter F0. Since matter is asymmetric, in this case we have three
different F0 parameters, corresponding to neutron-neutron, proton-proton and neutron-
proton interactions. The first choice was taken from BHF calculations, the other two
from particular Skyrme forces. The matter was assumed to be normal. Superfluidity
can change partly this picture [119]. In any case the overall picture that comes from
these analysis characterizes some of the fundamental properties of the nuclear medium.
Finally, we mention that in nuclear matter, when the characteristic frequencies
of the motion become very small, the number of quasi-particles collisions per period
of the oscillations can become so large that local equilibrium can be reached and the
hydrodynamical regime is then established. Density oscillations can be still present and
we have in this case the ”first sound” mode. This is virtually identical to the sound
in classical fluid, like air, in the same dynamical limit. In the hydrodynamical regime
macroscopic motion are determined just by the conservation laws and the EoS of the
nuclear medium. Macroscopic physical parameters, as the ones discussed in sections
(5.2,5.3), then play the central role.
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5.5. Theoretical challenges
We have seen that the fundamental parameters of Landau theory of Fermi liquid, as
applied to the nuclear medium, are only poorly known on the basis of laboratory
experiments on nuclei. Astrophysical observations can also give information on their
values, but the data are still scarce and difficult to interpret. They are associated
mainly with observations on neutron star oscillation or supernova evolution. It would
be therefore quite desirable to have theoretical evaluations of their values and behavior
with density on the basis of sound microscopical many-body theories.
We have already discussed the scattering matrix terms which appear in the collision
integral and the present state of the art. There is a vast literature on the theoretical
evaluation of the Landau parameters {fl, gl, f ′l , g′l} of the quasi-particle interaction.
Their ab initio theoretical determination is extremely difficult because of the hard core
character of the bare NN interaction. Among the different schemes that have been
employed we can mention the self-consistent Babu-Brown equations [120, 121], the self-
consistent Green’ s functions expansion [122, 123] and more recently the Renormalization
Group method [124]. The main difficulty in all methods lies in the estimate of the role
of the screening processes. The quasi-particles can exchange collective excitations, as
the ones discussed in section 5.4, where again the quasi-particle interaction appears.
This entails a self-consistent procedure to calculate the interaction itself. However the
results are sensitive to the scheme and approximations employed in the procedure and
conclusive results are not yet available. Furthermore, for asymmetric matter, as the one
present in neutron stars, calculations are quite scarce.
6. Neutron Matter at very low density. An exercise in many-body theory.
The low density region of pure neutron matter, as present in the inner crust of Neutron
Stars, is less trivial than one could expect at a first sight since the neutron-neutron
scattering length is extremely large, about −18 fm, due to the well known virtual
state in the 1S0 channel, and therefore even at very low density one cannot assume the
neutrons to be uncorrelated. These considerations have also stimulated a great interest
in the so called unitary limit, i.e. the limit of infinite (negative) scattering length of
a gas of fermions at vanishingly small density. A series of works [125, 126, 127] have
been presented in the literature based on various approximations, and a recent Monte
Carlo calculation [128] on a related physical system has shown that the unitary limit
can present a quite complex structure, involving both fermionic and bosonic effective
degrees of freedom, which has still to be elucidated. Variational [129] and finite volume
Green’s function Monte Carlo calculations [130] for neutron matter at relatively low
density have shown that the EOS, in a definite density range, can be written as the free
gas EOS multiplied by a factor ξ, which turns out to be close to 0.5. This is actually
what one could expect in the unitary limit regime, since no scale exists in this case,
except the Fermi momentum. Monte-Carlo calculations [125, 126, 127] with schematic
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forces in a regime close to the unitary limit have found a factor ξ ≈ 0.44. The connection
between the variational results and the unitary limit has been studied in reference [131]
by means of effective theory methods.
6.1. A single G-matrix problem
Since the scattering length a and effective range r0 in the
1S0 channel of the neutron-
neutron interaction differ by about a factor 6, there is no density interval where the
unitary limit can be considered strictly valid. However, in the range r0 < d < |a|, where
d is the average inter-particle distance, the physical situation should be the “closest”
possible to the unitary limit. This range corresponds to Fermi momentum range 0.4
fm−1 < kF < 0.8 fm
−1, which corresponds to densities between about 1/50 and 1/5 of
the saturation density. Let us choose as realistic nucleon-nucleon potential the Argonne
v18 interaction [132]. The first finding is that the three-body forces of the Urbana model,
adjusted to reproduce the correct saturation point [77], give a contribution which is less
than 0.01 MeV, and therefore we can neglect three-body forces to a good approximation.
The second finding is that the single particle potential is very small in this density range,
and its effect can be neglected. It affects the energy per particle less than 0.1 MeV.
It is enlightening to compare the in-medium G-matrix with the free K-matrix in
the 1S0 channel, reported in figure (9), taken from reference [133], at selected values of
the relative momentum k and total momentum P (in fm−1) at the Fermi momentum
kF = 0.4 fm
−1. For sake of comparison the free K-matrix has been divided by 3. Due to
Galilei invariance, the free K-matrix is independent of P . Despite the Fermi momentum
is quite small, a drastic difference between the two scattering matrices is apparent, not
only in shape but also in absolute value. The Pauli operator effect is enhanced in this
particular channel since the virtual state is suppressed in the medium. This illustrates
the dramatic difference that can exist between the in-medium effective interaction and
the free bare interaction. The large enhancement at the Fermi momentum and for small
total momentum P is due to the pairing singularity, to be discussed in section 7.4 The
BBG expansion relies on the basic idea that the contributions of the diagrams of the
expansion decrease with increasing number of hole-lines which are included. Although
the BBG scheme is essentially a low density expansion, it has been found [135, 136]
that the convergence is valid up to densities as high as few times saturation density in
symmetric nuclear matter and even better in neutron matter. It is then likely that at the
low densities we are considering this convergence should be even faster. This is indeed
confirmed by explicit numerical calculations [133], and indeed the third finding is that
the three hole-line contribution is at most 0.15 MeV at the highest density considered
and rapidly decreasing to vanishingly small values as the density decreases. Finally, the
fourth finding is that higher partial waves give a negligible contribution both at the two
hole-lines (Brueckner) and three hole lines level. These four findings, all together, point
out that the many-body problem of neutron matter at low density is reduced to a single
G-matrix problem, i.e. to the calculation of the 1S0 G-matrix.
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Figure 9. Plots of the free K-matrix (T), divided by 3 for convenience, in comparison
with the in-medium K-matrix (G), at the indicated Fermi momentum, for different
total momentum p, as a function of the relative momentum k. All the momenta are in
fm−1. The results are for the 1S0 channel in pure neutron matter. The arrow indicates
the maximum momentum needed in the calculation of the EoS. See reference [133] for
detail.
6.2. The ”exact” EoS
The two EoS, one calculated within the full BBG expansion up to the three hole-lines
contributions and the other calculated with the single 1S0 G-matrix, are compared in
figure (10), taken from reference [133]. They are mainly indistinguishable. The energy
per particle is very close to 1/2 of the kinetic energy. It turns out that the G-matrix
is fully determined by the scattering length and effective range. One can construct a
rank-one separable interaction [133]
(k′|v|k) = λφ(k′)φ(k) (77)
with a simple form factor
φ(k) = 1/(k2 + b2) (78)
where the parameters λ and β are determined by imposing that the scattering length
and effective range are reproduced. Then the G-matrix can be obtained analytically and
the corresponding EoS by simple numerical integration. The procedure is equivalent to
an Effective Theory with smooth cut-off and its accuracy is shown in figure (10). The
calculation can be extended to very small density, as reported in figure (11), where one
can see that the EoS approaches the one for a free gas, as it must be for kF < 1/|a|.
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Figure 10. Neutron matter EOS calculated within the BBG method (label G), within
the variational method of ref. [129] (triangles), according to the estimate of ref. [134]
(dotted line) and with the separable representation of the G-matrix (label G sep). The
dash-dotted line is one half of the free gas EOS. The square represents the result of
the Quantum Monte-Carlo calculation of reference [137].
[hb]
Figure 11. Neutron matter EOS calculated with the separable representation of the
G-matrix, in comparison with the free Fermi gas EoS and one half of it. The squares
represent the results of the Quantum Monte-Carlo calculation of reference [137].
In both figures (10,11) the squares indicate the results of the Monte Carlo calculations
of reference [137]. They agree fairly well with the BBG results up to the density where
the Monte Carlo calculation can be performed.
What is missing in the BBG calculations is the pairing correlations. The
contribution to the EoS of pairing is not expected to be relevant, but it is important to
know the value of the gap for many phenomena in Neutron Stars and as an indication
for finite nuclei. The subject will be taken in sections 8.3 and 7.4.
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Figure 12. The symmetry energy at low density. The symbols correspond to the
Brueckner calculations with realistic forces, Argonne v14 (diamonds), Argonne v18
(small open circles which correspond to the polynomial fit ) and Paris potentials (open
squares). The lines correspond to phenomenological nucleon-nucleon forces, the SkM∗
(solid line) and the Sly4 Skyrme forces (short dashed line), and the Gogny force (long
dashed line
7. Bulk properties of Nuclear Matter
In this section we try to illustrate our knowledge on some of the physical parameters that
characterize the properties of the nuclear medium. Some of them have been discussed
in previous sections for matter close to saturation density, so we concentrate mainly on
their density dependence. A subsection is devoted to the possible superfluid phases,
that have not been discussed up to now.
7.1. Density dependence of the symmetry energy
Hints about the symmetry energy below saturation density have been claimed to come
from experimental data on heavy ion reactions at intermediate energy. The isoscaling
regularity [138, 139] appears to be present in many experiments on multi-fragmentation,
from which an estimate of the density dependence of the symmetry energy can be
deduced [140]. Another possibility has been advocated [141, 142] to be the data on the
so called ”isospin diffusion” in heavy ion reaction at moderate energy.
Microscopic calculations show a fair agreement with these ”data” and among each
other up to saturation and slightly above. Comparison with results from different
Skyrme forces show that only few of them are compatible with this general behavior.
In figure (12), taken from reference [143], is shown the symmetry energy in the low
density region calculated in BHF scheme in comparison with the few Skyrme forces that
show a fair agreement with the microscopic calculations. The most modern Skyrme
forces are constructed in such a way to fit the microscopic results, and the agreement
is therefore enforced. Above saturation the situation is less under control. One one
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hand the microscopic calculations need to extend the use of three-body forces to density
where they are not well known. On the other hand experimental data on heavy ion
collisions can provide hints on the density dependence of the symmetry energy only
very indirectly through extensive simulations. This approach is extensively reviewed in
reference [144], where the prospectives in this line of research are presented in detail, in
particular in connection with the development of the facilities for exotic nuclei.
Astrophysical observations on the mass of neutron stars are also indirectly testing
the symmetry energy at high density, because the value of the symmetry energy can
change the value of the incompressibility of the very asymmetric matter at the center
of compact stars. As already mentioned, the interplay of the data extracted from heavy
ion reaction at intermediate energy, that test the EoS of almost symmetric matter,
and the analysis of the observational data on neutron stars, where the matter is highly
asymmetric, can be of great help to clarify this difficult but fundamental issue.
7.2. Incompressibility
The incompressibility near saturation has been already discussed. Below saturation
density usually the EoS of symmetric matter and neutron matter are assumed to be
simple low order polynomial functions. This can be a delicate point, since the small
detail of the EoS behavior at low density, especially for symmetric matter, can be
relevant for the construction of accurate Energy Density functionals to be used in the
calculations of the mass table. Microscopic calculations look in close agreement in this
density region, see figure (7). At higher density, well above saturation, the microscopic
theories face the problem, already mentioned, of the three-body forces, that give a very
large contribution but are not well known. As a reference density above which this
problem can be serious, one can take a value around 3-4 times saturation density. Also
in this case the interplay between theory and experiments is essential to make progress
in this issue.
7.3. Viscosity
The notion of viscosity has been already discussed within the Landau theory of Fermi
liquid. Here the effective interaction that enter, in a way or in another, in the calculation
of the EoS must be the basic quantity to be used to calculate also the scattering
probability W of section 5.3. For instance the G-matrix of the BHF scheme should
be used as the basic quantity. Of course, at high density we meet the same problems as
for the EoS.
7.4. Superfluidity
It has been argued a long ago [145, 146] that to explain the observed glitch phenomenon
in several pulsars it would be natural to assume that nuclear matter is superfluid in the
interior of neutron stars. In fact, the sudden increase of the rotational frequency and
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the long time needed to recover the initial rotational frequency suggest the presence in
the crust of an almost decoupled component with low viscosity. Since then a vast
literature has developed on the subject, and different superfluid phases have been
found theoretically at the physical conditions expected inside neutron stars. It is well
known that theory of superfluidity, or better superconductivity, was first formulated by
Bardeen, Cooper and Schiffrer [147]. In a more general formulation, the constitutive
equation for the onset of a superfluid phase is the gap equation [100, 4]
∆(k) = −1
2
∑
k′
V(k,k′)∆(k)
Ek
(79)
Here the gap function ∆ is related to the pairing correlation function, or ”pair wave
function” by
∆(k)
2Ek
=< ψ†(k)ψ(−k) > (80)
For simplicity we assume pairing in the s-wave and the particles that form the Cooper
pair have opposite momentum and spin. Then the so called quasi-particle energy is
given by
Ek =
√
ek + ∆2k (81)
where ek is the single particle spectrum in absence of pairing interaction. In this case all
quantities depend only on the modulus of k,k′. The kernel V is the irreducible particle-
particle interaction. In the many-body language, it is the sum of all diagrams that
describe the interaction of two particles and that cannot be divided into two disconnected
parts by cutting two particle lines. For strong pairing correlation it also depends on the
pairing gap ∆. The exact equation for the pairing gap is more complex than equation
(79). It can be formulated in terms of single particle Green’ s functions and it can be
found in textbook [100, 4]. We will discuss later the possible modifications, but equation
(79) already contains some of the main features of the pairing problem for the nuclear
medium. For neutron-neutron or proton-proton pairing the only s-wave channel is the
1S0 two-body channel, and we will first discuss this case. Equation (79) is a non-linear
equation for the gap function ∆(k), due to its presence in Ek in the denominator. The
onset of the superfluid phase of the nuclear medium is indicated by a non-zero solution
for the gap. The zero solution ∆(k) = 0 is always present, but it can be shown that the
energy of the superfluid phase, if it exists, is always lower than the normal phase. This
is of course a general feature. What characterizes the pairing correlation in the nuclear
medium is the value of the gap, that is estimated to be a substantial fraction of the Fermi
energy. Another feature is that the effective interaction is not concentrated around the
Fermi surface, like in ordinary superconductor or in superfluid 3He. Although a large
contribution in the gap equation comes from the interaction at the Fermi momentum,
also momenta that are far away from the Fermi surface are essential and the pairing
gap function ∆(k) is momentum dependent. All that can be seen by considering the
simplest approximation for the pairing interaction, the bare NN interaction. It turns
out that the bare NN interaction is able to produce a substantial pairing gap at low
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Figure 13. Different pairing gaps as a function of density in Neutron Star matter.
density, but, due to the hard core of the interaction, high momentum components must
be taken into account. The approach can be extended to other channels, and the
possible pairing gaps at the Fermi surface in this approximation as a function of density
in neutron star matter is depicted in figure (13), taken from reference [148]. In this
evaluation of the different pairing gaps the single particle spectrum has been taken
form BHF calculations for the neutron star matter. Accordingly, the concentration of
protons has been calculated at the beta equilibrium and the nuclear matter EoS from
the BHF theory. Other microscopic EoS would give anyhow similar results. This is
mainly equivalent to the use of the effective mass. In this case the effective mass is
smaller than the bare one. This reduces the pairing gap because it increases the kinetic
energy and reduces the density of states. The effect is larger at higher density, such
as for the proton and the 3PF2 neutron pairing, and it is almost negligible for the
1S0
neutron pairing. The proton-proton pairing is shifted at higher density with respect
to neutron-neutron one just because the fraction of proton is varying smoothly from
few percents to about 10-15 %, according to adopted EoS. The p-wave neutron pairing
is present only at high density because the phase shifts of the 3PF2 channel becomes
appreciable only at higher momentum, and so at higher Fermi energy.
This overall picture is very important for many phenomena that occur in neutron
stars, in particular for the cooling process and the glitches events. However the
quantitative description of the observational data requires an accurate prediction of
all these pairing gaps. This turns out to be an extremely difficult task. First of all
the pairing gap is a quite sensitive quantity and small variations of the interaction can
change substantially its value. This can be seen in the so called weak coupling limit,
that corresponds to assume the interaction independent of the momentum with a cutoff
and approximate as constant the density of states, taken at the Fermi momentum. In
this limit the pairing gap can be obtained from a simple integration and it is a constant.
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Figure 14. Pairing gap in the 3PF2 channel as a function of density in neutron
matter.
It depends exponentially and non-analytically on the interaction strength
∆ = E0 exp(1/VkFm) (82)
where the factor E0 is related to the cutoff, but it varies smoothly and has a logarithmic
dependence on it. The non-analyticity is a manifestation that a phase transition takes
place, for any small value of an attractive interaction at the Fermi surface.
Then the question arises if we know accurately enough the bare NN interaction that
the pairing gap so calculated is essentially independent on the particular realistic NN
interaction. This turns out to be true for the 1S0 neutron and proton pairing gap, but
it is invalid for the 3PF2 channel at the higher density. This is because the phase shifts
are known up to about relative momentum k = 2fm−1, above which any potential give
essentially extrapolated values. This can be dramatically seen in figure (14), where the
pairing gap in the 3PF2 channel, calculated in the BCS approximation, is reported for
different interactions. Above kf = 2fm
−1 the diverging results is a manifestation of this
uncertainty. Further uncertainty is introduced at the higher density, where three-body
forces start to play a role. Besides this basic uncertainty, not present for the lower
density, the BCS approximation must be implemented by including the many-body
effects in the gap equation. Correlations affect the single particle motion. As already
mentioned, the momentum dependence of the normal part of the self-energy introduces
the single particle potential, that can be approximated by substituting the bare mass
with the effective mass. Besides that, the energy dependence introduces the so-called
quasi-particle strength or Z-factor, that gives the weight with which the quasi-particles
can take part to a Cooper pair. More generally, if one assumes that the effective pairing
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interaction is energy independent, the gap equation can be written [4]
∆(k) = −∑k′ V(k, k′) ∆(k)2E(k)
1
2E(k)
= 1
π
∫
dω′Im( 1
D(k,ω′)
)
D(k, ω) = (ǫ˜k − ω +M(k, ω)) · (ǫ˜k + ω +M(k,−ω)) + ∆(k)2 (83)
where ǫ˜k = ek − µ, being ek the free spectrum and µ the chemical potential, and
M(k, ω)) is the normal component of the self-energy. It can be calculated in normal
(non-superfluid) nuclear matter, e.g. within the BHF scheme, since the pairing gap is
small with respect to the Fermi energy. It contains both a real and imaginary part.
The factor Im(1/D(k, ω′)) appearing in this gap equation is the single particle strength
function, that describes the distribution in energy of the single particle at momentum
k inside the medium. The strength function is an even function of the energy and has
two poles at positions symmetrical with respect to the imaginary axis. If one takes
only their contributions to the energy integral, which corresponds to the quasi-particle
approximation, the gap equation reduces to
∆(k) = −∑
k′
V(k, k′)Zk′ ∆k
′
2
√[
ǫ˜k +
1
2
Re(M(k,−Ek) +M(k, Ek))
]2
+∆(k)2
(84)
where Ek and −Ek are the real parts of the two poles energy, being Ek the quasi-particle
energy in the superfluid nuclear medium, the factor Z(k′) is the anticipated residue at
the poles, and Re means real part. In the weak coupling limit, the presence of the
self energy can be approximated by introducing the effective mass, while the Z factor
(always smaller than 1) reduces the strength of the interaction. Equation (82) becomes
∆ = E0 exp(1/VkFZ(kF )2m∗) (85)
Due to the exponential dependence, the Z factor can substantially reduce the pairing
gap. The total effective mass at the Fermi momentum, when dispersive effects are
included, turns out to be close to 1 in the density range where neutron matter is expected
to be superfluid. These effects have been studied by several authors, both using the more
general equation (83) and the pole approximation [149, 150, 151, 152, 153] of equation
(85). The reduction of the gap looks to be moderate, approximately 20-30%.
The estimate of the many-body effects on the pairing interaction V turns out to
be the most difficult task. The main problem seems to be the inclusion of the medium
polarization effects on the effective interaction. This problem has been approached by a
variety of techniques and approximations. The results are summarized in reference [148].
They all display a strong reduction of the pairing gap in the neutron 1S0 channel, but
they do not agree on the size of the reduction, that has a value between 0.5 and 0.2 or
even smaller. The discrepancy is again related to the extreme sensitivity of the pairing
gap to the value of the effective pairing interaction, that requires an accuracy difficult to
reach in this many-body problem. More recently the Renormalization Group method has
been used [124]. The results look similar to the previous calculation in reference [122]. In
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Figure 15. Weak coupling parameter λ (top panel) and gap ∆ (bottom panel) in
several approximation. Here ∆ ∼ exp(1/λ), see equation (82). The solid curves show
BCS results without any in-medium effects, the dashed curves include the modification
of the effective mass m∗, and the dotted curves take account of the Z-factor and the
polarization corrections in addition. The left panels show results with only two-body
forces in the interaction kernel of the gap equation, and the right panels include also
three-body forces.
the region of lowest density also Monte-Carlo calculations are available [137, 154, 155].
Despite some discrepancies among the results, they seem to indicate a much smaller
reduction of the pairing gap for this channel. If this is due to some limitation of the
Monte-Carlo calculations or to a drawback of the other microscopic many-body methods
is a question that is waiting for an answer.
The 1S0 proton pairing gap is more difficult to treat, because the much higher
density of neutrons can have a dominant effect. The most recent calculation [156]
indicates that the effect of the neutron component strongly enhance the effective pairing
interaction through the tensor component of the NN interaction, but this effect is in
competition with the strong reduction due to the effective mass and Z-factor. To
illustrate how difficult is to control all these competing effects in figure (15) is reported
the pairing gap when each one of these many-body contributions is introduced. Notice
that without the neutron polarization effect the gap would be zero. The final gap turns
out to be more concentrated at lower density with a smaller strength. Further studies
are surely needed to confirm these results.
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The 3PF2 neutron pairing gap turns out to be much smaller and relevant only in a
deeper region of a neutron star. Application [157] of the Renormalization Group method
to this channel brings the gap to a very small value, in the range of few tens of KeV,
even compatible with a vanishing one.
Observational data on neutron star cooling can indirectly give indications about
the values of all these pairing gap. Analysis based on the assumption of pure nucleonic
matter [158] constraints the gaps to values that are compatible with the theoretical
predictions. In particular the 3PF2 is seen to be necessarily quite small, of the same
order as the theoretical results. The proton pairing gap is deduced to be indeed restricted
to relatively lower baryon density, mainly outside the inner core. For the neutron 1S0
the constraints are less stringent, but anyhow compatible with most of the theoretical
predictions.
The possible onset of exotic matter components, like hyperons and quarks,
complicates noticeably the analysis. These components can be also superfluid, but
unfortunately their pairing gaps are even more uncertain than in the nucleonic case.
From the observational data on glitches one can extract indications on the pinning energy
of vortices, and therefore indirectly on the pairing gap. However this phenomenon needs
still a complete dynamical theory, before any conclusion on both the pairing gap and
the pinning energy can be deduced.
The possible link of these results with the pairing phenomenon in nuclei is discussed
in section 8.3.
8. Connection with Nuclear Structure
One of the basic questions that was posed since the first developments of Nuclear Physics
is to what extent the properties of the bulk nuclear medium can be transferred to
finite nuclei or to what extent they influence the general trends that are observed in
Nuclear Structure studies. Otherwise stated, is there a link between the nuclear medium
properties and the structure of finite nuclei ? The simplest scheme where this link is
exploited is the Liquid Drop Model, introduced in section 3.1. As explained, in this
semi-classical model the assumed constant saturation energy per particle is corrected by
the surface and Coulomb energy to explain the binding energy of finite nuclei. In more
sophisticated variants of the model other terms are introduced, but in any case a set
of parameters are introduced which cannot be derived from the theory. Furthermore,
quantal characteristics like shell effects are not included. We will briefly describe some
of the methods that have been used and developed to understand more deeply this
possible link and, at the same time, to devise practical and general theoretical scheme
for Nuclear Structure.
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8.1. The Thomas-Fermi approximation and implementations
Historically, the first method to relate the properties of finite quantal systems to the
corresponding homogeneous system was the semi-classical Thomas-Fermi scheme. It
was devised to calculate the ground state properties of large atoms and molecules in the
case of independent particle limit. In fact, even in this limit, the quantal calculations
can become quite complex. The original form of the scheme is equivalent to take the zero
order term in the expansion in h¯ of the density matrix for the independent particle wave
function, but it can be easily derived by assuming that the system is locally equivalent
to a free Fermi gas at the local density and local potential. We remind here some
features of the approximation that are useful for the development of the presentation.
In its simplest version it can be formulated within the Density Functional method, i.e.
assuming that the energy of the system can be written as a functional of the density
ρ(r)
ETF = TF ({ρ}) + Vc({ρ}) + Vpp({ρ}) (86)
where TF is the kinetic energy contribution, Vc the external potential and Vpp the
particle-particle interaction. In case of atoms, Vc is the energy due to the central
Coulomb potential and Vpp is the electron-electron Coulomb interaction energy
TF ({ρ}) = 35
∫
d3rEF (ρ(r))ρ(r) ; Vc({ρ}) = −Z
∫
d3r′v(r)ρ(r′)
Vpp({ρ}) =
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′v(|r− r′|)ρ(r)ρ(r′)
(87)
with Z the charge of the nucleus, v = 4πe2/r the Coulomb potential between two
electrons (of charge e) and EF the Fermi energy for a free gas at the density ρ(r). The
Euler-Lagrange equation corresponding to the minimization of this functional with the
constraint of a fixed number of particles is
EF (ρ(r)) − Zv(r) +
∫
d3r′v(|r− r′|)ρ(r′) = µ (88)
where µ is the Lagrange multiplier, that has the meaning of chemical potential. Notice
that µ is a constant, independent of the position. The solution of this equation
gives the density and then the energy of the ground state. A way of solving this
equation is to apply the Laplacian differential operator and use the Poisson equation
∆VC = −4πe2ρ(r), where VC is the last term at the left hand side of equation (88),
that is the potential produced by all electrons at r. This gives the familiar differential
equation of the Thomas-Fermi scheme in its simplest form [159]. We will not discuss the
many refinements of the approximation that have been developed, to include e.g. the
exchange interaction, but rather we consider the Thomas-Fermi approximation in the
nuclear case. The physical situation is rather different. There is no central interaction,
and the binding must come from the NN interaction. The latter is not long range, like
the Coulomb potential, but it is short range, even zero range if we adopt a Skyrme
effective interaction. Then equation (88) has no solution, except in the trivial case of
an homogeneous system. To get any sensible result for a nucleus one has to go to the
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next order in the expansion in h¯ of the kinetic energy term in the functional. This
introduces gradient terms [8]. To order h¯ only one term contributes, proportional to
(∇ρ)2. With the inclusion of this term, a surface can develop and the nuclear Thomas-
Fermi approximation can describe the density profile of a nucleus.
This discussion makes clear that in the nuclear case the kinetic term must be treated
at different order in the expansion in h¯ and at a different level of approximation. The
full quantal treatment of the kinetic term must be considered to construct any accurate
nuclear energy functional.
Despite that, the Thomas-Fermi approximation, or more advanced expansions in
h¯ can be useful. In fact the Thomas Fermi approximation and its implementations
are expected to describe the smooth part e.g. of the density of states, leaving outside
of their possibility the description of the shell effects, that are a pure quantal effect.
Indeed the expansion in h¯ of many quantities is actually asymptotic, and the quantal
effects depend non-analytically on h¯. This property of the h¯ expansions can be used to
evaluate the shell effects in the so-called microscopic-macroscopic approach, introduced
in section 3.1. The difference between the exact quantal calculations and the results of
the expansion is taken as an estimate of the shell effects. Implicitly, it is assumed that
shell effects are essentially the same in the independent particle model as in the fully
correlated system. The smooth part, obtained from the liquid drop or droplet models,
are expected to include in an effective way the correlation contribution. Along these
lines, recently in reference [160] the Kirkwood h¯ expansion to fourth order has been used
to estimate the shell effects by comparing the results with the quantal calculations. This
method, as similar ones based on h¯ expansions, are methods alternative to the Strutinski
smoothing method [12].
A step further along these lines is the construction of general effective Energy
Density functionals that are devised to include all the correlations in an effective way
and without any h¯ expansion. Although they are necessarily in part phenomenological,
i.e. they contain a certain number of parameters, the ambition is to relate their
characteristics in terms of the properties of the nuclear medium. On the other hand,
if they are treated at purely phenomenological level, they turn out to be extremely
accurate. These items will be discussed in the next section.
8.2. The Density Functional Method
A fully quantal microscopic method to connect the nuclear medium properties and
the structure of finite nuclei is to introduce an effective NN force, whose parameters are
fitted, on one hand, to reproduce the nuclear matter EoS, as derived phenomenologically
and microscopically, and on the other hand to reproduce binding energy and radii of a
representative set of nuclei. This is the scheme of the Skyrme forces. These effective
forces have been developed along the years with increasing success and have been widely
used in nuclear structure and spectroscopic studies. It is surely not possible to review
the enormous literature on the subject, and we limit here to sketch the main features
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of the method. The simplest Skyrme force can be written, for symmetric system
V = t0ρ(r)δ(r− r′) + t3ρ(r)2δ(r− r′)δ(r′ − r′′) (89)
where ρ is the nucleon number density at the point r and the parameters t0 (negative)
and t3 (positive) are adjusted to reproduce the saturation point of Nuclear Matter, where
the force depends only on the constant total density. They correspond to effective two-
body and three-body interactions, respectively. Besides these parameters, an effective
mass m∗ is also usually introduced in the kinetic part, so that the total Hamiltonian
can be written
H = T + V , T = − h¯
2
2m∗
∇δ(r− r′)∇ (90)
Then the force is used to calculate the ground state of nuclei in the Hartree-Fock (mean
field) approximation, thus establishing an indirect link between nuclear matter and finite
nuclei. Much more elaborated forces have been developed, in which density gradient
terms and asymmetry dependent terms are introduced. Then the number of parameters
increase, but the precision of the fit on the overall mass table can be really impressive,
see e.g. references [21, 22]. More elaborated terms involving higher degrees of the density
derivatives can be still introduced, and the accuracy of the fit can be astonishingly good
[161, 162]. However, along this line, the connection with NN bare forces and nuclear
matter EoS is gradually lost, since the additional terms have a form loosely connected
with the NN interaction and are all vanishing in uniform matter.
Another method that tries to keep more closely the connection with the properties
of the bulk nuclear medium is based on the Kohn and Sham (KS) [163, 164, 165, 166, 167,
168, 169] approach, first devised for atomic, molecular and solid systems and developed
also for nuclear system. Let us consider the microscopic bulk EoS, as reported in figure
(7), extended to asymmetric nuclear matter. This can be taken as the bulk contribution
to the Energy Density Functionals (EDF). For numerical applications it can be written in
a polynomial form. The functional must be then implemented mainly by three additional
contributions. The first one is the Coulomb energy, that can be calculated with different
degrees of sophistication, e.g. by including the exchange and short range parts. The
second one must take into account the presence of the surface, that in nuclei is sharply
localized, within a length of the order of 1 fm, and therefore cannot be described only
by the bulk part. The additional contribution has to be localized at the surface, and
the simplest way to do so is to introduce density gradient terms or non-local short
range convolution terms. The surface terms are connected to the surface tension of
nuclear matter, because, in the macroscopic limit, they modify the surface energy of the
system. Finally, it is mandatory to add a spin-orbit term, since it strongly affects the
single particle level scheme and it is mandatory in order to reproduce the shell sequence
(i.e. the ”magic numbers”). The spin-orbit interaction is roughly proportional to the
gradient of the single particle potential, and therefore it is also localized at the surface.
The strength of this term is severely constrained by phenomenology, but it has still
some degree of uncertainty. It is desirable to keep the number of surface and spin-orbit
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terms to a minimum, since they introduce additional phenomenological parameters. It
is one of the ambition of the Energy Density Functional method to get these parameters
from microscopic many-body theory, but in order to get a high precision fit to the
wide set of nuclear binding and radii throughout the mass table, they must be finely
tuned beyond the possibility in accuracy of any microscopic theory. The possibility
still remains to have a guidance to their values within a reasonable accuracy and to
get a deeper understanding of their microscopic origin. This program has still to be
developed.
Following the above considerations, the EDF can be written
E = T0 + E
s.o. + E∞int + E
FR
int + EC . (91)
For the surface term, following reference [173], one can take a simple finite range term
EFRint [ρn, ρp] =
1
2
∑
t,t′
∫ ∫
d3rd3r′ρt(r)vt,t′(r− r′)ρt′(r′)
− 1
2
∑
t,t′
γt,t′
∫
d3rρt(r)ρt′(r) (92)
with t = proton/neutron and γt,t′ the volume integral of vt,t′(r). The substraction in
(92) is made in order not to contaminate the bulk part, determined from the microscopic
infinite matter calculation E∞int. Finite range terms have been used in e.g. [170, 171, 172],
generalizing usual Skyrme functionals. In references [173, 174], for the finite range form
factor vt,t′(r) a simple Gaussian ansatz: vt,t′(r) = Vt,t′e
−r2/r02 was taken, so that a
minimum of three open parameters was introduced : Vp,p = Vn,n = VL, Vn,p = Vp,n = VU ,
and r0.
In equation (91), EFRint and EC are the spin-orbit and Coulomb parts, respectively. More
detail on their determination can be found in references [173, 174]. The first piece T0
in equation (91) corresponds to the uncorrelated part of the kinetic energy and within
the KS method it is written as
T0 =
h¯2
2m
∑
i,s,t
∫
d3r|∇ψi(r, s, t)|2. (93)
where the functions ψi(r) form an auxiliary set of A orthonormal single particle wave
functions , being A the number of particles, and the density is assumed to be given by
ρ(r) = Σi,s,t|ψi(r, s, t)|2 (94)
where s and t stand for spin and iso-spin indices. At each point r the bulk term equals
the nuclear matter EoS at the corresponding local density (and asymmetry). Then,
upon variation to minimize the EDF, one gets a closed set of A Hartree-like equations
with an effective potential, the functional derivative of the interaction part with respect
to the local density ρ(r). Since the latter depends on the density, and therefore on the
ψi’s, a self-consistent procedure is necessary. The equations are exact if the exact EDF
would be known. The existence of the latter is proved by the Hohenberg-Kohn (HK)
theorem [175], which states that for a Fermi system, with a non-degenerate ground
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Figure 16. (Color online) Energy differences as a function of mass number for a set of
161 spherical nuclei (diamonds, black points) and 306 spherical odd nuclei (full circles,
red points).
state, the total energy can be expressed as a functional of the density ρ(r) only. Such
a functional reaches its variational minimum when evaluated with the exact ground
state density. In practice of course a reliable approximation must be found for the
otherwise unknown density functional, taking inspiration from physical considerations
and microscopic input, as discussed above. It has to be stressed that in the KS formalism
the exact ground state wave function is actually not known, the density being the basic
quantity. It has also to be noticed that in the standard KS scheme, the kinetic energy
term includes the bare nucleon mass, but variants with an effective mass are possible
(to incorporate the correlated part of the kinetic energy).
As an illustration of the method, in figure (16), taken from reference [174],
is reported the difference in total binding energy between the calculated and the
experimental values for a wide set of spherical nuclei. The parameters of the functional
have been fixed by fitting a set of deformed nuclei, both normal and super-heavy
(functional BCP) . The choice of fitting first deformed nuclei is suggested by the
consideration that these nuclei should be better described by mean field, while spherical
nuclei need corrections due to zero-point motion in the ground state, e.g. RPA
correlations in the ground state. The mean error in binding energy in the fit of deformed
nuclei is about σE = 0.52 MeV, while the discrepancy for the spherical nuclei, where
the functional was fixed and no fit was any more performed, is about σE = 1.2 MeV.
In figure (17) the corresponding deviations for the root mean square radii are reported
for the spherical nuclei.
The performance is comparable with the best Skyrme forces, like the Gogny D1S
[176], but of lower quality than the one from HFB calculations of e.g. references [21, 22].
It must be stressed again that the functional of equation (91) has been developed by
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Figure 17. (Color online) Differences of radii are shown as a function of mass number
for a set of 88 spherical nuclei (diamonds, black points) and 111 spherical odd nuclei
(full circles, red points)
introducing a minimal set of finite size terms, i.e. surface and spin-orbit terms, in
addition to the bulk part fixed once for ever from microscopic nuclear matter EoS.
In this way one can clearly separate the bulk and surface contribution to the binding
and the radius in finite nuclei and establish a link between the properties of the nuclear
medium (EoS and the bulk symmetry energy) and the structure of finite nuclei. It would
be interesting to further analyze this link on the basis of an extended set of results.
Finally it is worth mentioning that an additional term in the functional should be
included, the so called ”Wigner term” [21], that introduces an additional binding for
symmetric nuclei, but rapidly vanishes as the nucleus becomes asymmetric. In a purely
phenomenological approach it has a parametrical form of the type [21]
EW = VW exp
[
−λ
(
N − Z
A
)2]
+ V ′W |N − Z| exp
[
−
(
A
A0
)2]
(95)
and it can be ascribed to neutron-proton correlation/pairing, that indeed tends to
disappear as soon as neutrons and protons occupy different shells. This is expected
to produce a strong improvement in the overall quality of the fit. Again, it is an
ambition of the microscopic approach to calculate, at least approximately, the values
of the parameters appearing in this expression, following their physical interpretation
[21, 22].
8.3. Pairing in nuclei
Soon after the formulation of BCS theory [147], it was shown [177] that pairing
correlation is present in nuclei. Since then, pairing correlation has played a major role in
the development of nuclear structure. Despite the enormous development in this field,
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the main physical question that remains still unanswered is the origin of the attractive
pairing interaction in nuclei in terms of the NN interaction. In most applications
the pairing interaction is treated as a phenomenological force. This approach is quite
successful, particularly with the Gogny force [176], but still the physical processes at
the basis of these forces is not yet clarified. We will focus here only to pairing between
like-particles, because the neutron-proton pairing is restricted mainly to symmetric or
almost symmetric nuclei, where isospin symmetry is valid. We have seen that the bare
NN potential is able to produce in nuclear matter a substantial pairing gap mainly
at sub-saturation density. It is not trivial to relate these results to pairing in nuclei,
since the bulk density is at saturation and the nuclear surface is too sharp to justify a
local density approximation. Furthermore in nuclei surface modes can play a role in the
physical processes responsible of the effective pairing interaction [178, 179, 180].
Besides the many-body aspects of the problem, at least two other features of the
nuclear pairing have to be mentioned. One is related to the fact that the pairing
phenomenon occurs close to the Fermi surface, while the bare nucleon-nucleon (NN)
potential necessarily involves also scattering to high energy (or momentum) due to its
strong hard core component, which is one of the main characteristics of the nuclear
interaction. It looks therefore natural to develop a procedure which removes the high
energy states and ”renormalize” the interaction into a region close to the Fermi energy.
This can be done in different ways, among which the most commonly used seems to be
the Renormalization Group (RG) Method [124]. A second feature is the relevance of
the single particle spectrum, not only because the density of states at the Fermi surface
plays of course a major role, but also because the whole single particle spectrum has
influence on the effective pairing interaction.
In the last few years relevant progress has been made in the microscopic calculations
of pairing gap in nuclei [178, 179, 180, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185]. The main established
result is that the bare NN interaction, renormalized by projecting out the high momenta,
is a reasonable starting point that is able to produce a pairing gap which shows a
discrepancy with respect to the experimental value not larger than a factor 2. In view
of the great sensitivity of the gap to the effective interaction this result does not appear
obvious. The effective pairing interaction constructed within this renormalization
scheme [186] explains qualitatively also the surface relevance. Indeed, this interaction
at the surface can exceed the value inside by one order of magnitude. Direct effect of
the surface enhancement of the gap was presented in [187, 188] for semi-infinite nuclear
matter and in [189] for a nuclear slab. Besides the renormalization of the bare interaction
of the high momentum components, other physical effects should be included in a
microscopic approach, like the ones related to the effective mass, or more generally, the
single particle spectrum, and the many-body renormalization of the pairing interaction.
Let us first consider the problem of reducing the interaction to an effective one
close to the Fermi energy. In general language this can be seen as a typical case
that can be approached by an ”Effective Theory”, where the low energy phenomena
are decoupled from the high energy components. In this procedure the resulting low
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Table 1. the Argonne v18 potential.
λ SLy4 Sly4-1 Sly4-2 Sly4-3
3s1/2 1.23 1.10 0.83 0.56
2d5/2 1.32 1.18 0.89 0.61
2d3/2 1.34 1.20 0.92 0.63
1g7/2 1.48 1.31 0.96 0.64
2h11/2 1.27 1.13 0.85 0.57
∆F 1.34 1.19 0.89 0.60
energy effective interaction is expected to be independent of the particular form of the
high energy components. However the procedure is not unique. The RG method has
been particularly developed for the reduction of the general NN interaction keeping
the deuteron properties and NN phase shifts up to the energy where they are well
established. In this way a potential, phase equivalent to a known realistic NN potential,
can be obtained, which contains only momenta up to a certain cut-off. The extension of
this procedure to the many-body problem appears in general to require the introduction
of strong three-body forces. It has been applied also to the pairing problem. To illustrate
the difficulty of decoupling low and high momentum components for the pairing problem,
we consider the simple case of nuclear matter in the BCS approximation discussed in
section 7.4, see equation (79). Taking for the pairing interaction the bare NN interaction
V (k, k′), it is possible to project out the momenta larger than a cutoff kc by introducing
the interaction Veff(k, k
′), which is restricted to momenta k < kc. It satisfies the integral
equation
Veff(k, k
′) = V (k, k′)−∑
k′′>kc
V (k, k′′)Veff(k
′′, k′)
2Ek′′
, (96)
The gap equation, restricted to momenta k < kc and with the original interaction V
replaced by Veff, is exactly equivalent to the original gap equation. The relevance of
this equation is that for a not too small cut-off the gap ∆(k) can be neglected in E(k)
to a very good approximation and the effective interaction Veff depends only on the
normal single particle spectrum above the cutoff kc. As such Veff contains necessarily
some dependence on the in-medium single particle spectrum at high momenta. In the
RG approach, if the procedure of constructing the low momenta interaction Vlow(k, k
′),
discussed in section 4.2.4, is carried out in vacuum, it implicitly assumes a free spectrum
at high momenta. In the medium it faces the same uncertainty.
This procedure of projecting out the high momenta can be extended to finite nuclei,
and the same uncertainty persists. To illustrate this point in table 1, taken from reference
[190], are reported the values of the pairing gap for 120Sn. The diagonal pairing gap
matrix elements for the levels around the Fermi energy and the corresponding average
values are compared for different types of calculations. For the mean field the Sly4
Skyrme force has been used. In the procedure of projecting out the high momenta the
effective mass has been put equal to the bare one above a certain cut-off Λ. This can be
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done within the so-called Local Potential Approximation (LPA) [191, 192], that has been
proved to be a quite accurate approximation. In the first column the effective mass has
been taken equal (and constant) to the original Sly4 value only inside the model space,
i.e. within the states where the effective interaction is calculated after the projection
of the high momentum components, according to equation (96). The model space
corresponds to single particle energies ǫλ < 40 MeV. For the second column Λ = 3fm
−1,
for the third Λ = 4fm−1 and for the fourth Λ = 6.2fm−1. The original interaction is the
Argonne v18 NN potential. In all cases the original density dependence of the effective
mass was kept within the LPA scheme. The strong sensitivity of the pairing gap to the
value of Λ indicates that the separation between small and high momenta components
can be problematical.
We have seen in section 7.4 that in nuclear matter one of the main open questions
is the role of the medium in screening the effective pairing interaction. It turns out
[178, 179, 180] that the same processes of exchange of collective excitations between
quasi-particles produce an overall attractive interaction, usually indicated as ”induced
interaction”, and could contribute substantially to the strength of the effective pairing
interaction. This striking difference could be due to the strong collectivity of the
low lying surface modes in nuclei and to the corresponding small strength of the spin
modes. The above described calculations that include only the bare NN interaction, on
comparison with the experimental data, can put limits on the relevance of the induced
interaction. Due to the mentioned uncertainties, it is not yet possible to draw any
quantitative conclusions. In any case this is an active field of research and some answers,
at least partial, could come form future works.
Finally it is important to mention one of the main issues that is involved when one
tries to relate pairing in nuclear matter and finite nuclei. The size ξ of the Cooper pairs
in nuclear matter can be estimated in the weak coupling limit
ξ ≈ h¯vF√
8∆F
(97)
In nuclear matter for the neutron pairing gap obtained with the free NN interaction
one gets that ξ > 5 fm. If one extrapolates this expression to finite nuclei and takes
a typical value for the gap of 1-2 MeV, then the value of ξ can exceed the size of the
nucleus. It looks that we cannot describe pairing correlation in nuclei with a simple
spacial picture. Also in this case the role of surface is essential. It has been found that
the pairing correlation length ξ depends on the center of mass of the pair, and it shrinks
just at the surface of the nucleus. In figure (18), taken from reference [193], is reported
the case of a slab of nuclear matter. Here the Cooper pair size ξx in the direction x
perpendicular to the slab is reported as a function of the center of mass position X . The
minimum of ξx falls exactly at the surface of the slab, where ξx ≈ 2 fm, independently
of the pairing interaction used. This is in line with the results presented in references
[194] for realistic cases, where the Cooper pair size was also found to be minimal at the
surface and around 2 fm. References to previous works on this subject can be found in
this paper. Even if this shrinking of the pair size at the surface could be a general effect,
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Figure 18. Size of the Cooper pair in the direction perpendicular to a slab of nuclear
matter. The surface of the slab is located at about X = 6 fm, very close to the position
of the minimum.
not necessarily connected with the pairing interaction but rather just with the available
phase space, it looks that pairing correlation has room mainly at the surface. This is
in agreement with the already mentioned enhancement of the local pairing gap at the
surface. Loosely speaking, one can imagine that the Cooper pairs are mainly formed
around the surface, where the pairing correlation can develop.
8.4. Neutron and Proton Radii
It is not easy to establish at a formal level a direct connection of the properties of
nuclei and nuclear matter. It has been then pursued a different strategy, that can be
considered a semi-empirical theoretical method. One considers a wide set of Skyrme
forces with different characteristics and one looks for a possible correlation between a
specific nuclear matter property and a physical parameter in nuclei as the force is varied
within the given set. This approach was followed in reference [206], where it was shown
that the difference between the neutron and proton root mean square radii (”neutron
skin”) of Pb is linearly correlated to the slope of the neutron matter EoS at the density of
0.1 fm−3. This linear correlation plot is shown in figure (19), taken from reference [143].
The linear correlation was shown to hold also for other nuclei and also if one considers,
instead of the neutron matter EoS, the slope of the symmetry energy as a function of
density in symmetric nuclear matter at approximately the same density [26]. Even if the
approach is not formally microscopic, it is quite fruitful because it links in a direct way
the nuclear EoS to the structure of nuclei. In other words, measuring a physical quantity
in nuclei would give direct information on the nuclear EoS. Unfortunately it is not easy
to measure the neutron radius, since the hadron probes are strongly interacting, at
variance of electrons that provide the charge radius. There is a large expectation on the
parity violation electron scattering experiment PREX that is going on at JLAB [207],
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Figure 19. Linear correlations between the neutron and proton radii and the slope (
Mev fm3 ) of the symmetry energy at the density ρ = 0.1fm−3. Squares from the top
correspond toNL1 [195], NL3 [196], G1, G2 [197] and Z271 [198]. Triangles to Gogny
forces D280, D300, D250, D260 D1 and D1S [199]. Circles correspond to the Skyrme
forces SV [200], SIV [200], SkM , SkM∗ [201], SLy4, SLy5 [202], T 6 [203], SGII
[204], SI [205], SII [205],SIII and SV I [200]. The result for the BCP functional is
labeled by a star.
because these measurements will give directly the difference between neutron and proton
radii in 208Pb. It has to be seen if the accuracy of the data will be enough to distinguish
among different functionals. Partial justifications of some of these correlations have
been presented in the literature [208], but further microscopic investigations are surely
needed to clarify the field. As an illustration, in figure (20) is reported the results for the
neutron skin value from one of the version of the functional BCP throughout the mass
table. The set of results looks in overall agreement with the phenomenological data.
It would be desirable to identify the main properties of the forces or functionals that
determine the value of the radii difference [210, 26] (or other physical quantity), but this
goal has still to be reached. This would be indeed a real progress in our understanding of
the fundamental properties of the nuclear medium, from nuclear matter to finite nuclei.
8.5. Exotic Nuclei
The physics of exotic nuclei, i.e. nuclei far away from the stability valley that are
not present on the Earth, is a field of rapid development where a large effort is
concentrated in many laboratories throughout the world. Long term projects with large
collaboration networks have been established in different countries or Continents (e.g.
EURISOL, FIRB) to produce radioactive beams. They will allow to study systematically
the properties of exotic nuclei that are not yet available, extending nuclear structure
considerably along the asymmetry axis of the mass table. This is a challenge for the
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Figure 20. Neutron skin calculated with the BCP functional throughout the mass
table. The uppermost line and lowermost line are the phenomenological boundaries
obtained in reference [209]. The middle line is just the average value of the
phenomenological boundaries.
existing most sophisticated EDF, whose predictions for the forthcoming exotic nuclei
often disagree. This line of research will provide invaluable information about the
behavior of nuclei and the nuclear medium at increasing asymmetry. New phenomena
are expected to occur at large enough asymmetry, like the onset of new nuclear shells.
However, these phenomena depend on delicate nuclear structure features, and lie outside
the scope of the present review.
8.6. The Neutron Star Crust
We have seen that the crust of Neutron Stars is the place in the Universe where the most
asymmetric nuclei are present in a stable manner. The reason is of course the existence
of the electron gas that is surrounding the nuclei and prevents their beta decay due to the
Pauli blocking. In the inner crust also a neutron gas exists, but at not too high density
it is possible to separate out, at least approximately, the nucleus at the center of the
lattice cell. In this way one can picture the inner crust as a lattice of nuclei surrounded
by a neutron gas (besides the electron gas). These nuclei are therefore unstable even
with respect to the strong interaction (neutrons are ”dripping” from them), but they are
in equilibrium with the surrounding neutron gas. To illustrate this point, in figure (21)
are reported the results of the calculations in reference [211], where the neutron density
profile in the WS cell is compared, at different density, with the corresponding profile
of a nucleus with the same atomic number and a mass number equal to the number of
nucleons inside the radius of the ”blob” (approximately estimated). They are evaluated
with the same functional, and are stable with respect to strong interaction. One observes
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the formation of the neutron gas outside the ”nucleus” at the center of the WS cell as
the density increases. Of course these nuclei would be strongly unstable with respect to
weak interaction. Beyond the reported maximum density, it is not possible any more to
Figure 21. Neutron density profile of the nuclei at the upper edge of the inner crust
of a neutron star. The dotted lines indicate the corresponding neutron density profile
of a nucleus with the same atomic and mass numbers of the ”cluster” of matter at the
center of the Wigner-Seitz cell.
find finite nuclei corresponding to the ”blob” at the center of the WS cell, because they
are unstable even with respect to strong interaction. Then it is not any more possible
to distinguish the ”blob” as a nucleus separated from the surrounding neutron gas.
The structure of all these WS cells can be studied solely on the basis of a strong
extrapolation of the theoretical methods, in particular of the various EDF, developed
and checked along the available mass table. Unfortunately, despite all EDF must
agree, within a certain accuracy, for the nuclei that can be produced in Laboratory,
their predictions on the nuclei of such a large asymmetry are often diverging. This
indicates that we are still far from having under control the microscopic theory of the
asymmetry dependence of the nuclear medium properties. This uncertainty reflects into
the uncertainty of the Neutron Star crust, and the discrepancy extends to the region
of higher density, where it is not possible to separate any more a definite nucleus at
the center of cell, until the transition to homogeneous matter occurs. As illustration
in table (2) are reported the values of the atomic numbers of nuclei in the inner crust
calculated in the classical paper by Negele and Vautherin [212] and with a different
functional [213]. The latter includes also the pairing correlations with three different
strengths (P1, P2 and P3). The reason of these type of discrepancies remain to be
clarified, but it has to be stressed that the position of the minimum in the energy as
a function of the atomic number is quite delicate, because it can often happen that
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Table 2. Atomic number of the matter inside the Wigner-Seitz cell throughout the
inner crust and corresponding cell radius. The calculations labeled P1, P2, P3 are for
three different pairing strengths, reported in reference [213], in comparison with the
results (NV) of reference [212].
kF, Z Rc, fm
fm−1 P1 P2 P3 N&V P1 P2 P3
0.6 58 56 56 50 37.51 36.85 36.92
0.7 52 46 46 50 32.02 30.31 30.27
0.8 42 40 40 50 26.90 25.97 25.97
0.9 24 20 20 40 20.26 18.34 18.39
1.0 20 20 20 40 16.69 16.56 16.56
1.1 20 20 20 40 14.99 15.05 15.05
1.2 20 20 20 40 13.68 13.73 13.74
different local minima are competing among each others. In the table are reported also
the values of the Wigner-Seitz cell radius, that turns out to be a less sensitive quantity.
It must be pointed out that these discrepancies persist at lower density, down to the
drip point and slightly below, as systematically explored in reference [214] for a wide set
of Skyrme forces and relativistic mean field functionals. To illustrate the difficulty and
uncertainty in these calculations, in figure (22) are reported typical energy curves for
the WS cell as a function of the atomic number [213]. Besides the apparent competition
among different energy minima, it has to be noticed the tiny variation of the binding
energy. The accuracy needed to predict the absolute minimum is of the order of 5-
10 keV per particle, which is at the limit of the performance of the best EDF, and
surely the extrapolation to so asymmetric matter is not yet under control. In any case,
since the structure of these nuclei cannot be studied in laboratory, one has to look for
observational data on Neutron Stars that are sensitive to their properties. The main
physical parameters of the crust is the values of the atomic number of the nuclei in the
lattice as a function of density and the lattice spacing. Other quantities, like the shear
modulus or the incompressibility are functions of these parameters on the basis of well
known properties of Coulomb lattices. In fact, even in the inner crust, the effect of the
neutron gas on these quantities is negligible. The observation of NS oscillations during
flares of X-ray or gamma ray emission in accreting processes or in magnetar quakes
can be a possibility of studying the structure of the crust. These observations are now
numerous [215, 216, 217, 218]. If in the oscillations the crust is decoupled from the
core, the spectral analysis of these data can be used to constrain the shear modulus
and, consequently, the density dependence of the symmetry energy [219]. This types
of analysis are partly model dependent, but they open a window on the possibility of
studying, even if in a very indirect way, the nuclear medium for very high asymmetry
at and below saturation density. As illustration we report in figure (23) the luminosity
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Figure 22. Energy per particle as a function of the atomic number in the Wigner-Seitz
cell. The minimum corresponds to the actual configuration of the crust at the given
density. The dotted lines indicate the results for a different choice of the boundary
conditions at the edge of the cell, see reference [213]. The discrepancy between the full
and dotted lines is a measure of the uncertainty in the Wigner-Seitz approximation.
oscillations discovered in reference [218] in the tail of an hyper-flare of SGR 1806-20.
The three panels correspond to three different bands of the radiation frequencies [218].
9. Liquid-gas phase transition
In the latest stage of the supernovae collapse the EOS of asymmetric nuclear matter at
finite temperature plays a major role in determining the final evolution. Microscopic
calculations of the nuclear EOS at finite temperature are quite few. The variational
calculation by Friedman and Pandharipande [220] was one of the first few semi-
microscopic investigation of the finite temperature EOS. The results appear fairly close
to the predictions based on Skyrme force models: symmetric nuclear matter undergoes
a liquid-gas phase transition, with a critical temperature Tc = 18 − 20 MeV. This
is a fundamental property of the nuclear medium. Different types of Skyrme forces
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Figure 23. Light curves in the tail of the hyperflare from the SGR 1806-20.
Observations and analysis of reference [218].
give different critical temperatures, but they lie all close to this range of values. Later,
Brueckner-like calculations at finite temperature [221] confirmed these findings with very
similar values of Tc. The full finite temperature formalism by Bloch and De Dominicis
(BD) [222] was followed. In this section we sketch the main results and the method
followed in the finite temperature case. We then discuss the connection with Laboratory
experiments and data.
9.1. The critical temperature
The starting point in the many-body theory of finite temperature EoS is the calculations
of the grand-canonical potential Ω. In the BD formalism,in line with the Brueckner
scheme, a self-consistent single particle potential U(k) is introduced and finally the
grand-canonical potential is given by
Ω = Ω′0 +∆Ω (98)
where
Ω′0 = −
2V
π2
∫ +∞
0
k2dk[
1
β
log(1 + e−β(ekµ)) + U(k)n(k) ] (99)
is the grand canonical potential for independent particles with hamiltonian
H ′0 =
∑
k
eka
†
kak =
∑
k
(
h¯2k2
2m
+ U(k))a†kak (100)
and µ is the chemical potential. The interaction part ∆Ω of the grand canonical potential
is given by
∆Ω =
1
2
e2βµ
∫ ∞
−∞
e−βω
2π
dωTr2 [arctan (K(ω)πδ(H ′0 − ω))] . (101)
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Figure 24. (Color on line) Free energy of symmetric nuclear matter as a function
of density at different temperatures. The lines are fits to the calculated points. The
curves decrease systematically as the temperature increases.
The trace in the previous equation Tr2 is taken in the space of antisymmetrized two-
body states and the two-body scattering matrix K is defined by,
〈k1 k2|K(ω)|k3k4〉 =
(n>(k1)n>(k2)n>(k3)n>(k4))
1
2 〈k1k2|K(ω)|k3k4〉 (102)
where the scattering matrix K satisfies the integral equation,
〈 k1k2|K(ω)|k3k4〉=〈k1k2|v|k3k4〉+
∑
k′
3
k′
4
〈k1k2|v|k′3k′4〉 n>(k
′
3
)n>(k′4)
ω−e
〈k′3k′4|K(ω)|k3k4〉. (103)
In these equations n>(k) = 1 − n(k), with n(k) the Fermi distribution function
at a given temperature and for the single particle spectrum e(k). Then equation
(103) coincides with the Brueckner equation for the G matrix in the zero temperature
limit. It has to be noticed, that only the principal part has to be considered in the
integration, thus making K a real matrix. The appearance of the arctan in equation
(101) looks peculiar, but it comes from a ladder summation similar to the one for the zero
temperature G-matrix. More detail on the derivation and on the numerical treatment
of the equations can be found in reference [221]. In this approach one calculates the free
energy F = Ω + µN and then the pressure from the thermodynamical relationship
p = ρ2
∂f
∂ρ
(104)
where ρ is the total number density and f the free energy per particle F/N . A typical
result is reported in figure (24), where the full lines are interpolations of the calculated
points, suitable for differentiation. The resulting EoS at finite temperature, i.e. pressure
vs. density, is reported in figure (25). One recognizes the familiar Van der Waals shape,
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Figure 25. (Color on line) The isotherms of symmetric nuclear matter. The full
diamond marks the critical point of the liquid-gas phase transition.
which entails a liquid-gas phase transition, with a definite critical temperature, i.e. the
temperature at which the minimum in the Van der Waals isotherm disappears. This is
clearly a fundamental property of the nuclear medium : it behaves macroscopically at
finite temperature in a way similar to a classical liquid. The critical temperature turns
out to be around Tc = 18− 20 MeV.
A difficulty in this approach is the lack of thermodynamical consistency. In fact the
thermodynamical relation p = −f ′ + µρ, usually referred as the ”Hughenoltz-Van Hove
theorem”, is not satisfied. Here f ′ is the free energy per unit volume F/V . In other
words, the pressure calculated from equation (104) does not coincide with the pressure
calculated from p = −Ω/V . This point, that is not necessarily a too serious drawback,
is discussed in the next section.
9.2. Theoretical uncertainties and challenges
We have seen that symmetric nuclear matter undergoes a liquid-gas phase transition.
This is the result of calculations with microscopic calculations, but also with effective
forces, e.g. Skyrme forces. The values of the critical temperature, however, depends on
the theoretical scheme, as well as on the particular effective force adopted. In particular,
it turns out that the critical temperature within Dirac-Brueckner scheme is definitely
smaller [223, 224] than in the non-relativistic scheme, about 10 MeV against 18-20 MeV.
This cannot be ascribed to relativistic effects, since the critical density is well below,
about 1/3, the saturation density. Probably this is due to a different behavior of the
Dirac-Brueckner EoS at low density. This point still needs clarification.
As anticipated in the previous sub-section, another uncertainty stems from the
violation of the Hughenoltz-Van Hove (HVH) theorem within the extension to finite
temperature of the non-relativistic Brueckner scheme, as implemented by Bloch and De
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Dominicis [222]. In the applications, the pressure is calculated from the derivative of
the free energy per particle and the theorem is actually automatically satisfied. The
difficulty is then that the chemical potential determined by fixing the density in the
Fermi distribution is not strictly the one extracted from the derivative of the free
energy per unit volume, as it should be. In any case the procedure looks the most
reliable within the Brueckner scheme, since the HVH theorem, as a thermodynamic
relationship, is satisfied.
A general approximation scheme that strictly satisfies the theorem have been
devised by G. Baym [225]. It is based on the self-consistent Green’ s function method,
where the single particle self-energy is approximated by a functional of the Green’
s function itself, which is then calculated in a self-consistent manner. Numerical
calculations have indeed [226] shown that the HVH is satisfied. The results at the
two-body correlation level, at least when only two-body forces are used, in some cases
are similar to the Brueckner ones, in some others they differ appreciably, according
to the forces used [226, 227]. The main difference with the Brueckner scheme is the
introduction in the ladder summation also of the hole-hole propagation. The expansion
scheme is therefore at variance with the hole-line expansion, and actually it is not
clear how to proceed to improve the approximation or if convergence has been reached.
Therefore, on one hand we have the hole-line expansion at zero temperature that has
some definite sign of convergence already at the two hole-line (Brueckner) level, on the
other hand at finite temperature we have a different truncation scheme to satisfy the
HVH theorem, that however is not proved to be a satisfactory approximation and does
not reduce to the Brueckner scheme at zero temperature. It would be quite desirable to
have a scheme that is able to have both requirements satisfied, i.e. to have a good degree
of convergence and the fulfillment of the HVH theorem (at zero and finite temperature).
Although this sort of dilemma is a challenge that requires further studies, the gross
properties of nuclear matter at finite temperature appear well established.
9.3. Isospin dependence
If the nuclear matter is asymmetric, the existence of two components, neutrons and
protons, complicate quite a bit the phase transition picture. The spinodal region is
still well defined, the bulk incompressibility at a given asymmetry is negative in specific
portions of the various possible thermodynamical planes. The coexistence line presents
a new feature, the ”distillation” phenomenon. The name is suggested by the analogy
with the process used in the distillation of liquors. The chemical equilibrium between
liquid and vapor requires the equality of the proton and and neutron chemical potentials.
They are however different if matter is asymmetric, and therefore, in view of the density
dependence of the symmetry energy, the fraction of neutrons and protons are different
in the liquid and in the vapor. In general, it turns out that the vapor is expected to be
more neutron rich. The effect is not dramatic, but it has been claimed that in heavy
ion reactions, where the phase transition similar to the liquid-gas phase transition is
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Figure 26. Isotherms of asymmetric nuclear matter at the indicated protons/nucleons
ratio Z/A. Upper panel, neutron chemical potential. Lower panel, pressure. The points
A and B indicate the endpoints of the coexistent region.
expected to occur, this effect should be seen [228]. The distillation has also the effect
that the Maxwell construction for asymmetric matter is modified with respect to the
symmetric case. The horizontal line that characterizes the construction in the pressure
vs. density plane, within the coexistence region, is replaced by a non-horizontal line,
see figure (26), taken from reference [229]. In fact, if the fractions of vapor and liquid
are changed, while they have different compositions the overall asymmetry must be kept
constant. This can be achieved only by changing the equilibrium pressure in order to
shift properly the neutron and proton chemical potentials.
Both the spinodal decomposition [230] and the distillation phenomenon [229] in
asymmetric matter at finite temperature have been studied within the Skyrme functional
scheme. The line that marks the onset of the spinodal instability is now characterized not
only by the values of the total density and temperature (at a given overall asymmetry)
but also by the direction along which the instability can develop, i.e. the fractions of
protons and neutrons. According to this direction, the curvature of the free energy in
the plane of proton vs. neutron chemical potentials can vary. The direction where the
curvature is minimal should indicate the most unstable direction and therefore the most
probable composition of the liquid clusters that are produced due to the instability.
This is illustrated in figure (27), taken form reference [230].
This can have direct relevance in astrophysics for the formation process of the
NS crust, where however it is necessary to introduce the electron component and the
Coulomb interaction.
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Figure 27. (Color on line) Left panel. Coexistence (outer region) and spinodal (inner
region) boundaries for three different Skyrme forces. In the right panel the arrows
indicate the direction of minimal curvature of the free energy.
9.4. Phenomenology : the limiting temperature
We have seen that symmetric nuclear matter undergoes a liquid-gas phase transition.
However, if this phase transition exists, it does not possess a direct correspondence
in finite nuclei, due to the Coulomb interaction and finite size effects. In particular,
the Coulomb force is long range and strong enough to modify the nature of the phase
transition. However some authors [231, 232] have pointed out that the nuclear EoS can
be linked to the maximal temperature a nucleus can sustain before reaching mechanical
instability. This “limiting temperature” Tlim is mainly the maximal temperature at
which a nucleus can be observed.
It has to be stressed that the reaction dynamics can prevent the formation of a
true compound nucleus. The onset of incomplete fusion reactions can mask completely
the possible presence of fusion or quasi-fusion processes. At higher energies, the
heavy ion reaction can be fast enough that no (nearly) thermodynamical equilibrium
can be reached, as demanded in a genuine standard fusion-evaporation reaction.
However, combined theoretical and experimental analysis [233] indicate that a nearly
equilibrium condition is reached in properly selected multi-fragmentation heavy ion
reactions at intermediate energy. The main experimental observation is the presence
of a plateau in the so-called ”caloric curve”, i.e. in the plot of temperature vs. total
excitation energy [234, 235, 236, 237]. This behavior was qualitatively predicted by
the Copenhagen statistical model [238] of nuclear multi-fragmentation. The relation
between multi-fragmentation processes and the nuclear EoS was extensively studied by
several authors within the statistical approach to heavy ion reaction at intermediate
energy [239, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245].
In different experiments, various methods were used to extract from the data the
values of the temperature of the source which produces the observed fragments, but
a careful analysis of the data [233] seems to indicate a satisfactory consistency of the
results. In refs. [233, 246] an extensive set of experimental data was analyzed and it was
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shown that the temperature at which the plateau starts is decreasing with increasing
mass of the residual nucleus which is supposed to undergo fragmentation. Both the
values and the decreasing trend of this temperature turn out to be consistent with
its interpretation as limiting temperature Tlim. According to this interpretation, at
increasing excitation energy the point where the temperature plot deviates from Fermi
gas behavior and the starting point of the plateau mark the critical point for mechanical
instability and the onset of the multi-fragmentation regime. The corresponding value of
the critical temperature can be calculated within the droplet model, and indeed many
estimates based on Skyrme forces are in fairly good agreements with the values extracted
from phenomenology [233, 232]. Moreover, the relation between nuclear matter critical
temperature Tc and Tlim appears to be quite stable and independent on the particular
EoS and method used, which allows [246] to estimate Tc from the set of values of Tlim.
In general, one can expect that Tlim is substantially smaller than the critical one,
Tc. In fact, both the Coulomb repulsion and the lowering of the surface tension with
increasing temperature tend to destabilize the nucleus. Since the surface tension goes to
zero at the critical temperature, Tlim is reached much before Tc. These predictions were
checked in the seminal paper of reference [231], as well as in further studies based on
macroscopic Skyrme forces [232], for which a simple relationship was established between
Tlim and Tc. If microscopic EoS are used, then the relationship between Tlim and Tc is
not so simple and the ratio Tlim/Tc depends on the detail of the EoS [247]. In principle
the comparison with the phenomenological data can discriminate among different EoS.
Indeed, most of the microscopic EoS reproduce the empirical saturation point, but their
behavior at finite temperature can be quite different. This is mainly because the critical
temperature, and therefore the limiting temperature, is very sensitive to the details of
the EoS. In fact Tc is determined by the behavior of the derivative of the pressure with
respect to the density, which in turn is the second derivative of the free energy. If the
pressure is extracted directly from the grand canonical potential as a function of the
chemical potential, still a strong sensitivity to the low density and high temperature
properties of the EoS remains. In figure (28) is reported the pressure as a function
of the chemical potential in symmetric nuclear matter, where one can recognize the
liquid branch (the branch starting from the lowest cusp) and the vapor branch (the
almost vertical one that starts from the upper cusp) [247]. Their intersection gives the
coexistence point, while the smooth branch joining the two cusps is the unstable part of
the EoS, corresponding to the Maxwell construction. The upward shifted liquid branch
(dashed line) is the branch of a finite nucleus that takes into account the Coulomb
interaction and finite size effects. Since the vapor branch is assumed almost unchanged,
the shifted branch gives the shifted coexistent point between the nucleus and the vapor
(assumed uncharged). If, as in the figure, the liquid branch touches the upper cusp,
then the corresponding temperature is the searched limiting temperature [247], since at
increasing temperature the cusp is lowered and no coexistence point exists anymore. In
figure (29), taken from reference [247], are reported the results of a systematic calculation
of Tlim for different nuclei and for different EoS in comparison with the values extracted
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Figure 28. Chemical potential vs. pressure for symmetric nuclear matter (full
line). The line starting from the lower cusp is the liquid branch, the one (almost
vertical) starting from the upper cusp is the vapor branch. The intersection point
is the coexistence point at that temperature. The line joining the two cusps is the
unstable branch. The dashed line corresponds to a finite nucleus. It is obtained within
a simplified Liquid Drop model. The figure corresponds to the case of a temperature
equal to the limiting temperature.
Figure 29. Limiting temperature calculated with different EoS in comparison wit the
experimental data (squares with error bars) From the bottom, full triangles corresponds
to the Dirac-Brueckner EoS [223], full diamonds to EoS calculated within the finite
temperature BHF and with the Bonn + TBF interaction, full circles to the same
method but with the Av14 + TBF interaction [247], and finally full squares to the EoS
from the chiral perturbation theory of reference [248].
from experimental data [233, 246]. One notices the strong dependence on the EoS
derived from different microscopic schemes, and at the same time the relative small
sensitivity to the NN force within the same scheme (BHF). It seems that the non-
relativistic EoS based on the BHF approximation is the favored one.
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9.5. The astrophysical link
The outer part of cold Neutron Stars is formed by a solid crystal of nuclei, while in
a supernova, during the after bounce stage, the temperature is so high that nuclear
matter is in the homogeneous fluid phase. During the cooling process medium-heavy
nuclei are formed from the homogeneous matter, and this transition is quite similar to
a liquid-vapor phase transition, where liquid droplets are formed in the mixed phase.
The droplet formation is directly related to the so called ”spinodal” instability, i.e.
the region in the phase diagram where the incompressibility is negative. However, the
presence of Coulomb interaction changes the nature of the transition [249]. It turns
out that, despite it is of first order, the thermodynamical potentials do not display
singularity as a function of the thermodynamical variables. In any case, the transition
is accompanied by the formation of nuclear clusters. In fact one can expect that at
sufficiently low temperature, inside the spinodal region, nuclear matter is composed
of nuclei of different sizes, light fragments (tritons, helium-3 and alpha particles) and
nucleons. This phase has been described on the basis of the liquid drop model [250] and
the relativistic Thomas-Fermi scheme [251]. In the low density limit a virial expansion
has been also applied [252]. The detailed theoretical description of this phase is quite
relevant mainly for supernova simulations. A microscopic theory of the corresponding
EoS, at the same level of accuracy as for the homogeneous matter case, is still missing.
Finally, it has to be mentioned that at even lower temperature the clusters should
undergo a liquid-solid phase transition, with the formation of a Coulomb crystal. This
transition is even less known and no consensus exists on its general properties like the
solidification energy or latent heath. A discussion on this subject is outside the scope
of the present review.
10. Conclusions
The excursus we tried to perform on the properties of the peculiar matter, that can
be called ”nuclear medium”, surely does not make justice of the impressive progress
that has taken place both at phenomenological and theoretical level. The continuous
and vivid interest on the subject is due to the extremely wide realm of phenomena and
physical systems, on the Earth and in the Universe, where the nuclear medium plays a
central role.
The continuous interplay between theoretical developments on one hand and
laboratory experiments and astrophysical observations on the other hand is the main
driving force that makes possible progress in this exciting field. As we tried to illustrate,
our knowledge on the properties of the nuclear medium has widened and sharpened in
many respects. Many physical parameters start to be known with a certain accuracy
not only at saturation density but also at lower and higher density, and, in general,
the Equation of State has been severely constrained. Taking the risk of being too
schematic, let us try to summarize tentatively our knowledge of those properties of the
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nuclear medium that we touched in this review.
1. Equation of State. The constraints that has been obtained from the data on heavy
ion collisions and from the analysis of astrophysical observations on Neutron Stars
are complementary between each others, since the nuclear matter asymmetry that is
involved is quite different in the two cases. However, it is a challenge for the theory
to be able to describe the nuclear medium in both physical conditions. If one takes
together the two sets of data, one can get a severe test for the different microscopic
theories. Although these constraints have to be confirmed and further analyzed, one
can expect that in the near future new data and new results will put under serious exam
all existing microscopic theories.
2. Incompressibility. The value of the symmetric matter incompressibility near
saturation seems now to be constrained to an interval approximately between 210 and
250 MeV. Microscopic theories are in fair agreements with these values. More difficult is
to put constraints on the incompressibility at higher density, since its value is determined
by the details of the density dependence of the pressure. Astrophysical observations
should test in principle the incompressibility of very asymmetric nuclear matter, but
the uncertainty on the structure of neutron stars inner core hinders the progress in this
direction.
3. Symmetry energy. The symmetry energy at saturation can be considered constrained
in a narrow interval, essentially 30 ± 1 MeV. All microscopic theories agree with
these values. Indirect hints about the density dependence of the symmetry energy
come from both heavy ion collision data and astrophysical observation on neutron star
phenomenology. The data analysis does not allow to get any sound conclusion, and
discrepancies among different groups on the interpretation of the data are present.
Microscopic theories agree at subsaturation density and up to 2-3 times saturation
density, but disagreements appear at higher density. Correlations between symmetry
energy at sub-saturation density and nuclear structure properties have been found.
These can be of great help in clarifying many open questions in the field.
4. Transport coefficients. Several macroscopic phenomena that occur in neutron stars
are determined by transport properties of the nuclear medium. The prediction of
the damping of some of the possible overall oscillations of neutron stars requires the
calculation of the shear and bulk viscosity. The study of cooling evolution of neutron
stars needs the knowledge of the thermal properties of the nuclear medium in different
physical conditions. In principle these transport coefficients require only standard
techniques based on the Fermi Liquid theory. What is needed presently is a consistent
scheme that is able to describe both the mechanical properties, like the EoS, of the
nuclear medium and its transport properties. Progresses in this direction have been
done and one can be confident that in the near future a coherent picture of the nuclear
medium will be possible on the basis of microscopic many-body theory, at least for not
too high density.
5. Low energy excitations. The elementary excitations of the nuclear medium are
relevant for its thermal properties and for many phenomena occurring in neutron stars,
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like emission and propagation of neutrinos. They are also a guidance to the low
energy excitations in nuclei. They can be studied within the Landau theory of Fermi
liquids. The fundamental physical parameters that are needed are the so called ”Landau
parameters” that fix the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction in the vicinity of the Fermi
surface. The microscopic determination of these parameters is a difficult theoretical
problem, that has been approached with a variety of techniques. Both in symmetric
and pure neutron matter their values are not firmly established. The phenomenology on
nuclei excitations give only indications on some of them, since the physical conditions
are quite different and finite size effects, like the presence of a surface, are essential.
6. Nuclei and finite size effects. The connection between the nuclear medium properties
and the structure of nuclei is of course not simple. However, since a long time, the
Energy Density Functional method has been developed also to describe the ground
state of nuclei and their elementary excitations. This method is the most suited to
establish a link between nuclear structure and the nuclear medium properties. Indeed
the main assumption that can be taken within this method is to divide the functional to
be minimized into a bulk and a surface part and identify the bulk part with the EoS of
nuclear matter. Of course, besides these two building blocks, the spin-orbit and Coulomb
interaction must be included. This is a theory that is semi-microscopic in character,
since all finite size effects are assumed to be included in an effective way in surface
terms, to be determined phenomenologically. However, the physical interpretation of
the different terms can provide hints on the values of the parameters that fix the non-bulk
parts of the functional. If the functionals is treated completely phenomenological and
the number and complexity of the surface terms (i.e. containing density gradients) are
increased, the accuracy of these functionals can be excellent throughout the mass table.
The semi-microscopic and the purely phenomenological approach are complementary,
and substantial refinements and increase of accuracy are expected to occur in the future.
7. Pairing and superfluidity. The pairing correlation is of paramount relevance both
in the physics of neutron stars and in nuclear structure. Substantial progress has been
made in the theoretical determination of the effective pairing interaction in neutron
matter and in neutron star matter for the different superfluid channels. Due to the
extreme sensitivity of the pairing gap to the strength of the effective interaction, the
various pairing gaps are still uncertain, but their overall trends as a function of density
can be considered established, at least for not too high density. In nuclei it is not
yet established to what extent the bare nucleon-nucleon interaction, taken as pairing
interaction, is able to reproduce the experimental pairing gaps. However, a substantial
fraction can surely come from the bare interaction, while the remaining part is a matter
of debates.
8. Transition to quark matter. Neutron stars could be the only place in the Universe
where macroscopic portion of quark matter is present in stable conditions. Massive
neutron stars are indeed expected to have so high density baryonic matter in their
interior that a transition to the deconfined phase could be possible. This is of course
not firmly established, but progress in this field seems to be rapid. The maximum mass
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of observed neutron stars, with a fairly good degree of confidence, has increased in the
last few years, up to a value close to 2 M⊙. This result, if confirmed, would put definite
constraints not only on the nuclear medium EoS but also on the possible quark matter
EoS. This shows the interplay between the ”traditional” nuclear physics and the theory
of the QCD matter in the physics of neutron stars. Further exciting and fundamental
progresses are expected in the near future in this field.
This schematic list surely does not exhaust all the facets of the properties of the
nuclear medium, but we hope to have given at least some ideas of the state of the art in
the field, of what is going on and of the trends that can be expected to develop in the
future.
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